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ABSTRACT
To provide the database needed for the development of a numerical model for
predicting structural stability of buried concrete pipes, the performance of buried concrete
pipes under different environmental conditions was investigated. The prediction model is
an essential element in a holistic management program used to manage the vast network
of existing pipeline infrastructure system.
The research was conducted using the commercial finite element program,
ABAQUS. In the program, the user subroutine, UMAT, was developed to take into
consideration the material properties of pipe-soil system. The developed UMAT was
validated using available database. The numerical analysis was performed for various
environmental conditions including different backfill materials and native soils,
groundwater table, loading types, and nonuniform support conditions due to presence of
void around the pipes.
Results of analysis provided soil pressure distributions along pipe periphery, hoop
stress, thrust, and internal moment in the pipe wall, and cracking behavior under various
environmental conditions. From these data, the performance of buried concrete pipe was
evaluated. Based on the results of analysis, conclusions in terms of serviceability of
buried concrete pipes are drawn. Among the more notable conclusions are (1) pipes
embedded in silty clay trench material surrounded by a native sandy soil will last longer
than pipes in other materials, while other influence factors being constant; (2) pipes under
uniform surface loading will have shorter service life than under longitudinal and
transverse loading of the same intensity; (3) submergence of pipes in groundwater will
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shorten service life; (4) presence of void around pipes will reduce service life; (5) voids
at lower haunch area have greater effect on pipe service life than voids at invert. This
finding emphasizes the importance of compaction at lower haunch area during pipe
installation. Along with these conclusions, recommendations were made. An important
recommendation is that field testing is essential for validating the developed prediction
model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Pipelines are very important infrastructures that provide transportation of various
substances vital to our everyday life. So, pipelines are often considered as our life line.
Pipelines either above-ground or underground (buried) can be categorized into different
types. Examples include water, sewer, gas, oil, electricity, and communication pipelines,
as well as offshore pipelines, inland pipelines, in-plant pipelines, cross-mountain
pipelines, and others. Based on pipe materials, there are steel, cast iron, concrete,
masonry, clay, asbestos cement, plastic and wood pipes. Of these different pipes, plain
concrete and clay pipes are often used for sewer for which the effect of internal pressure
can be ignored. Steel pipes, which are capable of withstanding high internal pressures, are
appropriate for oil and gas lines. Plastic pipes are usually adopted for electricity and
communication lines because of their flexibility.
The many different buried pipes can also be categorized in terms of their response
to loading as flexible, rigid, and brittle pipes. Flexible pipes undergo significant
deformations under load. By contrast, rigid pipes undergo negligibly small deformations
under load, and brittle pipes rupture upon deformation. Flexible pipes depend mainly on
soil support to resist load. Not only soil arching effect above crown but also the soils on
both sides of pipe can reduce the load on the pipe. On the other hand, rigid pipes which
are stiffer than the surrounding soils, can resist load without soil support, and therefore
can carry the majority of load. Flexible pipes, such as PVC pipes may not crack under
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slow deformation even if the deformation is large, but they may fail by buckling or
flattening; whereas rigid pipes, such as buried concrete pipes, are weak in tension and
may crack under very small deformation.
According to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, about 26.8 million miles of
gas lines were constructed from 1960 to 2005. In addition, Simdex (2006) reported that
more than 4000 miles of new pipelines are constructed each year in North America. The
pipeline should be able to function properly throughout the entire service life. As
pipelines approach their service life, continuous repair, rehabilitation and replacement are
needed to maintain the desired level of service.
To provide adequate serviceability, the pipeline should be able to handle the
designed flow capacity. Obstruction of flow due to sedimentary deposits or intruded tree
roots will render the pipeline unserviceable. The serviceability of pipeline also depends
greatly on its structural stability. Cracked or fractured sewer pipelines may cause leaking
which will disrupt service and may contaminate the environment as well. Thus, to
maintain such a vast network of pipeline infrastructure, a holistic management program is
needed. Development of such a management program requires an effective life cycle
prediction model.
An essential element in the life cycle prediction model is a numerical model for
predicting the structural integrity of the pipe-soil system. Such a numerical model cannot
be developed without a thorough understanding of the mechanism of pipe-soil interaction.
This dissertation research was undertaken to investigate pipe-soil interaction, to develop a
numerical prediction model, and to evaluate buried concrete pipe performance under
various field conditions.

Chapter 2
Research Problem Statement, Objectives and Scope

2.1 Research Problem Statement
The numerical pipe-soil interaction model, ideally, should take into consideration
every influence factor and variable possibly encountered in the field. Because of the
limited time available, however, only those commonly encountered factors will be
investigated. The influence factors and variables considered are described below.

2.1.1 Pipe material and size
An important variable in pipe-soil prediction model is pipe material. Of many
different pipe materials, concrete pipe is widely used in the sewer pipeline infrastructure.
Therefore, concrete pipe is selected for in-depth investigation.
For concrete pipes, various specifications on pipe size and wall thickness are
available in ASTM standards. For examples, ASTM C-14 provides specifications for
unreinforced concrete pipes, and C-76 for reinforced concrete pipes. In ASTM C-76,
there are five classes of reinforced concrete pipes based on the strength requirement; they
are Class I, II, III, IV, and V. Depending on wall thickness, Class I has two different wall
types—Wall A and B. Other classes have three different types—Wall A, B, and C. The
internal diameter of Class I ranges from 60 to 144 inches. Other classes have internal
diameters from 12 to 144 inches. Of the different pipe dimensions, the reinforced
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concrete pipe having 24 inch inside diameter with 3 inches wall thickness is more
frequently used in the sewer line. Therefore, such pipe size is used in this study. The
specification of this size of concrete pipe is classified as Class II with Wall B in ASTM
C- 76.

2.1.2 Installation Design Methods
In Concrete Pipe Handbook (American Concrete Pipe Association, 1988)
underground pipelines are classified into several groups depending on how the pipes are
installed in the ground. Two main groups are trench and embankment installation.
The trench installation method requires a narrow trench excavated in an
undisturbed soil, and the pipe in the trench is covered with backfill which extends to the
ground surface. There are two possible cases associated with the embankment installation
method. In one case, called positive projecting embankment, the pipe is placed on the
natural ground or a compacted fill and then covered by an earth fill or embankment.
Another case called negative projecting embankment, the pipe is installed in a shallow
trench of such depth that the top of the pipe is below the natural ground surface or
compacted fill and then covered with an earth fill or embankment which extends above
the original ground level. The trench installation method is normally used in the
construction of sewers, drains and water mains; and the embankment installation method
is normally used for culverts. The trench installation method was selected in this study.
Currently, buried reinforced concrete pipes are often designed using the so called
‘indirect’ method developed by Marston and Spangler. This method adopts an empirical
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procedure to determine the total earth plus surface load, which is converted to an
equivalent load in three edge bearing tests (ACPA, 1987). Based on this method, four
classes of bedding, commonly denoted as Classes A, B, C, and D were established for
trench installations. The empirically derived bedding factors for these classes of A, B, C,
and D are 2.2, 1.9, 1.5, and 1.1, respectively. These fixed bedding factors were obtained
empirically based on test results, rather than theoretical derivation (ACPA, 1987).
McGrath (1988) pointed out the vague terminologies of this design methods such as
“granular material,” “fine granular fill,” and “carefully compacted” were used. These
terminologies of backfill materials and compaction level are difficult to explain correctly.
In contrast to the indirect method, the direct design method for concrete pipes is
based on an assumed earth pressure distribution developed around the pipe due to the
applied vertical load.
Based on the results of parametric studies using the finite element computer
program SPIDA (Soil-Pipe Interaction Design and Analysis), Heger (1988) proposed a
new standard installation direct design method for concrete pipes. The method is called
the SIDD Installation for Standard Installation Direct Design. The SIDD installations
have been adopted in ASCE Standard 15-93 “Standard Practice for Direct Design of
Buried Precast Concrete Pipe Using Standard Installations,” (ASCE, 1994), AASHTO
(American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials) Standard
Specifications for Highway Bridges, and AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications
(AASHTO, 1994). This approach is embodied in the Heger pressure distribution which
shows significant variations in the pressure distribution at the pipe-soil interface,
particularly at the lower haunch area. This SIDD consists of four different types of
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installations-- Type 1 through Type 4. The type 1 installation is constructed with coarsegrained, well compacted materials; the Type 4 installation is constructed with little
control of backfill type or compaction; and Type 2 and 3 installations represent
intermediate quality.
In addition to installation methods, burial depth is an important factor affecting
the performance of buried pipes. The sewer line must be deep enough to avoid frost
action and also to provide service to all buildings and sites served. There are numerous
factors that may influence the burial depth; examples include among others whether
public or private sewers, and location in a street or off-street. Many municipalities
specify minimum burial depths for different sewer types and locations. For instance, the
city of Portland requires 6 ft and 3 ft from the top of pipe to the ground surface for sewer
main in the street and public sewer easement, respectively. Considering other possible
factors that may affect buried depth, a burial depth of 8 ft was selected in this study.

2.1.3 Soil Support
The SIDD were actually developed as a direct design method; however, because
of a long history of experience and confidence in the indirect method, bedding factors
were developed for these installations and have been incorporated into AASHTO
specification. SIDD specifies soil types in terms of AASHTO and ASTM soil
classifications, and compaction in terms of a percent of maximum Proctor density.
Haunching effort, a special attention of compaction at the haunch area, is required for
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installation Types1 to 3. No special fill or compaction is required above springline,
except as required for support of surface pavement or other structures.
The SIDD method divides backfill materials into three general categories that use
the designation of SW, ML, and CL of Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). SW
includes A-1 and A-3, ML includes A-2 and A-4, and CL includes A-5 and A-6 of
AASHTO Classification. In order to provide some degree of conservatism, the particular
soils were selected as having strength and stiffness properties on the lower end of all soils
in the same classification.
The surrounding soils should be in contact with the pipes. However, voids around
pipes may form. Possible causes for void formation vary; for instance, voids may form at
the lower haunch where the compaction is poorly done. Meanwhile, at the invert, voids
may also form possibly due to leakage that erodes the surrounding soil. These voids can
lead to nonuniform soil supports resulting in bending of the buried pipeline.
For pipes installed in trenches, the stiffness and strength properties of the native
soil that form the trench bottom and trench wall can greatly influence the pipe behavior.
Because of their high degree of variability, the native soils cannot be easily characterized.
The native soils may range in stiffness from a soft compressible soil to solid rock.
Meanwhile, unlike backfill materials which can be selected and controlled for a particular
project, native soils cannot be selected or manipulated.
In computer analysis, the native soils are often characterized as a linear elastic
material. Such characterization, though approximation, usually produces acceptable
results. A possible explanation is that the native soil is separated from the pipe by the
trench backfill material and, therefore, has less impact on pipe performance. Nevertheless,
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to evaluate possible effect of native soils on pipe performance, this study considered two
different types of native soil - - sand and clay. Their strength properties are presented in
Chapter 5.

2.1.4 Loading
During the service life, the buried concrete pipes are constantly subjected to
various types of external loading which may be longitudinal, transverse, or uniform
loading. Examples of longitudinal loading are railway, roadway, or airfield runway
located above and parallel with the pipeline. The transverse loading occurs when the
railway, roadway or runway crosses to the buried pipes. A very large fill over the trench
is an example of uniform loading. In this study, the performance of buried pipes under
longitudinal, transverse, and uniform loading will be investigated

2.1.5 Groundwater Table
Under most conditions, pipes are buried above the groundwater table. However,
due to heavy rain fall or other natural phenomena, the groundwater table may rise above
the buried pipes. When submerged in water, pipe performance will be greatly affected
due to the buoyancy effect as well as the change in soil property. In this study, the
analysis of pipe performance will be made for three conditions of moist, saturated and
submerged soil conditions.
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2.2 Objectives and Scope
The overall objective of this research is to develop a numerical pipe-soil
interaction model and also to investigate the performance of buried concrete pipe for
different field conditions. The results of study would provide a numerical model for
predicting the structural integrity of concrete pipe-soil system under different soil support,
ground water and loading conditions. In the analysis, a broad range of soil property, void
condition as well as burial depth together with different loading with and without ground
water effect will be considered. From the results of analysis, pipe deformation, stress
distribution in the pipe as well as the cracking/crushing behavior of pipe will be
investigated. Also, stress distribution in the soil and yielding of the surrounding soils will
be determined.
The study and analysis are focused on the conditions within the scope that is
described below.
1. One pipe size with one burial depth is selected for the analysis; it is a reinforced
concrete pipe of 24 inch in inside diameter with 3 inch in thickness buried at 8 ft
below the ground surface.
2. Three types of backfill materials each with two types of native soils are
investigated; they are gravelly sand, silty sand and silty clay for backfill materials;
sand and clay for native soils.
3. Two possible void locations, i.e. invert and haunch, are considered
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4. For ground water effect, three conditions of moist soil, saturated soil, and
submerged soil are investigated. For submerged condition, the ground water table
is set at the ground surface.
5. Three different loading conditions, i.e. longitudinal, transverse, and uniform
loading are analyzed.

Chapter 3
Literature Review
Available information on numerical modeling of soil-concrete pipe interaction as
well as concrete pipe performance under various field conditions is limited. However, a
few studies related to pipe-soil interaction and pipe performance are available. The
studies reviewed below can provide insights into the understanding of the performance of
buried concrete pipes.

3.1 Empirical and Semi-Empirical Studies
The earliest study on the performance of buried rigid pipes was conducted by
Marston (1913). He developed a load theory capable of calculating the earth loading on
buried rigid pipes. He assumed that the load on the pipe equaled the entire weight of
backfill in the trench, minus the frictional resistance along the trench walls. Both
cohesion and lateral earth pressure on the pipe are neglected. The shear forces mobilized
along the trench walls are dependent on the lateral earth pressure coefficient K a and the
coefficient of friction µ between shear planes. Thus, the vertical load per unit length of
pipe at the crown can be expressed as follows:
Wd = C d γ ' Bd2
and

(3.1)
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1
Cd =
2K a µ

h
−2 Ka µ
⎡
Bd
⎢1 − e
⎢⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

(3.2)

in which C d = load coefficient for trench installations
K a = tan 2 (45 − φ ' / 2 )

φ ' = internal friction angle of the fill
µ = coefficient of friction between fill material and the trench wall
h = height of the fill above the crown

Bd = width of trench

γ ' = effective unit weight of the fill
The first attempt to understand the performance of buried flexible pipes was made
by Spangler (1941). He noted that flexible pipes provide little inherent stiffness in
comparison to rigid pipes, yet they perform remarkably well when buried in soil. He
explained that this significant ability of the pipe to support vertical soil loads is derived
from the induced passive earth pressures as pipes deform laterally toward the surrounding
soils. Spangler incorporated the effect of surrounding soils on the shape change of pipe.
The shape change is measured in terms of pipe deflection which is defined as the ratio of
vertical shortening to horizontal extension of the pipe diameter. Based on the results of
laboratory testing, he developed Iowa formulas expressed as
∆x =

DLWK b
E p I p + 0.061er 4

where ∆x = horizontal diameter change
DL = deflection lag factor

(3.3)
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K b = bedding constant
W = vertical load on pipe

r = radius of undeformed pipe
E p = modulus of pipe material
I p = moment inertia of pipe wall
e = modulus of passive resistance of sidefill

This equation can be used to predict deflection of buried flexible pipes if the
three empirical constants K b , DL , e are known. The deflection lag factor DL was
introduced to recognize a slight increase in pipe deflection over time due to soil
consolidation at the sides of the pipe. The value DL can be between 1.0 and 1.5. The
bedding constant K b varies with the width and angle of the bedding formed during
installation. Generally, a value of K b is assumed to be 0.1. The modulus of passive
resistance e was investigated by Watkins. As a result of Watkins’ effort, another soil
parameter, modulus of soil reaction, was defined as E ' = er .
In order to solve the soil-structure interaction problems of buried pipes, Vaslestad
(1990) introduced the concept of degree of mobilization. Based on this concept, the load
coefficient for trench installations in Eq. 3.1 is modified below
1
Cd =
2S v

in which
S v = r K A tan φ '

h
−2Sv
⎡
Bd
⎢1 − e
⎢⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

(3.4)
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r = roughness ratio =

τ
τe

τ = mobilized shear stress along the trench wall= tan δ '

τ e = equilibrium shear stress along the trench wall= tan ρ '
δ ' = mobilized friction angle between the trench wall and the soil
ρ ' = mobilized friction angle in the soil
KA =

1
⎡ 1 + tan 2 φ ' + tan φ ' 1 − r ⎤
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

2

Vaslestad (1990) showed that a roughness ratio r ≈ 0.65 gives about the same
value for the vertical load on a pipe in a trench as the Marston theory for a soft clay
with Kµ = 0.11 . Moreover, he showed that the vertical load decreased with an increasing
roughness ratio.
Based on the model tests on a steel pipe, the following empirical equation for the
vertical load on a pipe in symmetrical and asymmetrical trenches was suggested by
Christensen (1967).
Wd = C d γ ' hBd

(3.5)

where C d = C 0 + C1 + C 2
The load coefficient C d is a function of three various load coefficients. The first
term C 0 is expressed as
C 0 = 4.5 /[3 + (h / Bd )]

(3.6)
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The terms C1 and C 2 refer to different bedding conditions in order to handle
asymmetrical trench installations. One example of such case is when a pipe is installed on
a shelf, i.e. at a higher level than the bottom of the excavation. The term C1 refers to the
situation where the soil prism adjacent to the pipe is as firm up to the invert of the pipe as
the soil supporting the pipe and is expressed as
hC
⎡
0.6 + 24
⎢
do
1⎤
⎡
C1 = ⎢1 − 2 ⎥ ⎢
⎣ a ⎦⎢ 3 + h
⎢
do
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(3.7)

where a = Bd / d o
d o = external pipe diameter
C 4 = limit value, which for normal cases is equal to 10.9

For a pipe resting on a fairly firm foundation and with a loose or
settling backfill the value is equal to 2.3
The term C 2 refers to the situation where the adjacent soil prism at the level of the
pipe invert may be expected to settle more than the pipe support. This case can occur
either when the pipe is installed on a non-yielding foundation such as a piled concrete
slab, or when there is a pipe installed on a lower level to the pipe considered. C 2 can be
expressed as
C 2 = 0.5 + 0.22(h / d o ) or (a − 0.7 ) / 3

(3.8)

From Eq. 3.8, select the smaller value. The expression for C 2 above is valid for
cohesionless soil and for granular material with a friction angle φ ' ranging from 300 to 400.
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If the effect of cohesion is to be considered, or if the angle of internal friction is outside
the range given above, the first expression in Eq. 3.8 should be replaced by Eq. 3.9 below
C 2 = 0.5 +

h
c
cos φ ' sin φ ' + ' cos 2 φ '
2d o
γ do

(3.9)

where c = cohesion
Christensen (1967) compared the computed loads with the Marston’s load for a
complete projecting pipe. This comparison showed that for values of h / d o < 6.3 , the
empirical formula gives larger design loads than the Marston’s load using Kµ = 0.192 .
However, for h / d o > 6.3 , the empirical formula gives lower design loads than the
Marston’s loads.

3.2 Experimental Studies
A study on the distribution of soil pressures on concrete pipes using a laboratory
test was conducted by Pettibone and Howard (1967). A total of six conditions consisting
of various combinations of bedding, foundation, and cradle for the trench and
embankment were tested. They found that the lateral pressures from 22 % to 40 % of the
applied surcharge were measured on the sides of the pipe for the embankment conditions,
but the measured lateral soil pressures for the trench conditions were nearly zero.
Furthermore, the reaction pressures at the invert depended on support conditions.
An extensive series of centrifuge model tests was conducted by Larsen (1977).
The test results were compared with those obtained from the analytical methods
developed by Burns and Richard (1964). In particular, the analytical method provided
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very low values at the invert of the pipe which is probably due to the fact that the
analytical model can not consider the effect of bedding conditions.
Potter (1985) examined the effect of vehicle loading on buried high pressure steel
pipes. The transfer of vehicle load was observed in the field tests for different burial
depths. The calculated deflections by Spangler formula were compared with the results of
the field tests. The comparison demonstrated good agreement between the measured and
computed deflections for burial depths less than 30 in.
The soil stress distribution around buried pipes was studied experimentally by
Shmulevich et al. (1986). Normal and tangential soil stresses were measured by planestress tranducers at the pipe-soil interface in a wide trench conditions. This study found
that increased compaction of both sand and clay resulted in decreasing normal stresses at
the crown and increasing normal stress at the springline.
McGrath (1988) conducted both laboratory and field tests to investigate the
performance of buried pipes during installation. Twenty-five laboratory tests were
conducted for three different pipe materials (reinforced concrete, plastic, and steel) and
two diameters for each material. The interface pressures, pipe deflections, and trench wall
displacements were measured under different compaction methods and efforts.
Meanwhile, a total of 14 full scale filed tests were conducted for the same pipe size and
materials used in the laboratory tests. Test results showed, among others, that higher
compactive effort reduced interface pressures significantly, and that interface pressure at
haunch is low regardless of additional compaction or haunching effort.
In order to verify the SIDD method, Sargand and Hazen (1988) conducted field
tests for concrete pipes. A total of six tests were performed for two different types of
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installations. Soil pressures at crown, springlines, and invert were measured by using
pressure cells. The loading was applied to the maximum capacity of the load cell; the
strain gages, or the LVDT (Linear Voltage Differential Transformer) were used to
monitor pipe deformation. The monitored test results were compared with the results of
numerical analyses to verify the SIDD method. It was found that the results of computer
analyses were close to the results of field tests before cracking for well compacted fill.
They recommended regarding the use of SIDD design of concrete pipe installations that
bedding should be uniformly compacted except for the middle one third of pipe diameter.
Meanwhile, they pointed out that an uncompacted bedding layer is favorable when the
rigid pipe is placed over the bedrock.
Full-scale field tests were conducted by Liedberg (1991) to investigate the soil
pressure around a buried rigid pipe under various bedding conditions. The testing
program was divided into two series; and each series consisted of five different test
conditions. During the tests, soil pressures were measured at eight locations around the
pipe periphery. The results showed that the maximum soil pressures occurred at the invert
in the general bedding conditions. However, for the induced trench cases where a soft
cushion is installed either below the invert or above the crown, soil pressures below the
soft cushion decreased significantly. Thus, placing a soft cushion above the crown will
result in a positive soil arching effect, which is favorable for the embankment conditions.
Meanwhile, the presence of the compressible material below the invert reduced the stress
concentration at the invert by allowing the buried pipe to settle.
Recently, Mohareb et al. (2001) conducted an experimental program together with
a numerical analysis to analyze steel pipes subjected to a combined loading of axial
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compression, bending moment, and internal pressure. In their analysis, they used the
commercial F.E.M. program, ABAQUS, together with elastoplastic isotropic hardening
material model for the pipe material in order to simulate the effect of large displacement,
large rotation, and material nonlinearity on pipe performance. They reported that the local
buckling behavior of pipes have a good agreement between numerical analyses and test
results when the pipe deformed well into post-yield range.

3.3 Analytical and Numerical Studies
Burns and Richard (1964) analyzed the response of a circular elastic pipe deeply
buried in a weightless, homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic soil to uniform surface
loading. Their solution included stresses and deformations within the medium and in the
pipe wall. Two boundary conditions, i.e., no slip and full slip at the pipe-soil interface,
were investigated.
The equations of stresses around the pipe developed by Burns and Richard were
later revised by Höeg (1966). He compared the analytical solution with a series of model
tests. The test results at top half of the pipe laid in between the predicted values for the
two boundary conditions of no slip and full slip. This implied that it is important to take
into account the tangential shear stresses at the interface in the analysis of pipe
performance. He also found that for infinitely long rigid pipe buried deeper than one pipe
diameter the soil pressures at crown and at both sides were about 1.4 and 0.25 times the
applied vertical pressure, respectively, independent of soil modulus values.
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Anand (1974) performed numerical analysis to investigate soil pressure
distribution around an infinitely long shallow buried rigid pipe. The analyses were
conducted for four different surface loading conditions; they are one concentrated load
plus three uniformly distributed loads having a width equal to one, two, and three times
the pipe diameter. The results were compared to the elastic solution developed by Burns
and Richard (1964), and Höeg (1968). This study provided considerable information
about soil pressure distribution around shallow buried rigid pipes under different loading
intensities. However, linear elastic model for soil and pipe materials was used instead of
elaso-plastic model in his study. In order to ascertain the influence of an inelastic soil
behavior on pressure distribution around pipes, the elasto-plastic behavior of the
surrounding must be considered. Moreover, verifications of these numerical analyses
with full scale experiment are needed.
A study on the behavior of buried concrete pipes was conducted by Krizek and
McQuade (1978). A plane strain finite element model that incorporated piece-wise linear
values of material properties and a cracking criterion was used to analyze the response of
eight different soil-pipe systems involving a variety of bedding and backfill conditions. In
their analysis, cracks will develop when the principal tensile stress reaches the tensile
strength of concrete. Their study showed good quantitative agreement with the observed
data in stresses and strains as well as diameter changes of buried pipes.
The backfill load and load factor for buried clay pipes were studied by Jeyapalan
and Jiang (1985). The backfill loads and the distribution of earth pressures around the
buried clay pipes under various trench bedding conditions were investigated using the
finite element analysis. The load reduction factor was computed as the ratio of the
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Marston load, called ‘prism load’, to the finite element load. It was found that the load
reduction factors were affected by the backfill height, the pipe diameter, and the trench
width.
The SPIDA, a new computerized direct design method for buried concrete pipe,
was described by Heger et al (1985). It was able to provide a preliminary design
procedure, including the earth load and pressure distributions on a buried pipe, and
reduction in pipe reinforcement from the requirements of current designs. Therefore, the
SPIDA is a practical tool to evaluate the effectiveness of varying installation parameters
in terms of cost benefits.
Later, Selig and Pacard (1986, 1987) studied the buried concrete pipes installed
with the trench method and the embankment method. The load expected to be carried by
the pipe was determined using both the conventional method and the finite element
method. A comparison between the two results showed that the conventional method
estimated higher load on the pipe than the computer model. In addition, reasonable
agreement was found between the computer predictions and field observations for a
number of trench and embankment conditions.
The performance of flexible pipes with nonuniform soil support was studied by
Zarghamee (1986). The initial stress state and deformed configuration of a buried flexible
pipe with nonuniform soil support were calculated by modeling the buried pipe as a
cylindrical shell embedded in an elastic foundation. It was proved that a buried flexible
pipe without an adequate haunch support will experience higher flexural strains at the
invert of the pipe even in the absence of internal pressure. Local deformations and
flexural strains are developed at the invert due to the loss of haunch support. Such strains
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are not proportional to the pipe deflections. It also showed, contrary to the common belief,
that internal pressure did not alleviate the flexural strains at the invert induced by
inadequate haunch support.
Zarghamee (1990) also conducted an analysis of presstressed concrete pipe based
on a multi-layered ring model which considered the nonlinear properties of the
prestressed concrete pipe. The stress-strain relationship of concrete and mortar in tension
was modeled by using a simple triangular curve that includes tensile softening. To predict
the post-cracking behavior of presstressed concrete pipe, the pipe wall was first divided
into many layers, and the behavior of each layer was determined by a nonlinear stressstrain relationship and a failure criterion. The limit states were selected according to
serviceability and ultimate strength. The results showed that the invert and crown
softened due to microcrakcing or visible cracking of concrete and yielding of the
reinforcing steel for embedded cylindrical pipes.
Numerical analyses using CANDE (Culvert ANalysis and DEsign) and SPIDA
were conducted by Liedberg (1991) to investigate the earth pressure around buried pipe
under various bedding conditions. The results of analyses were compared with full-scale
field test results. Based on the comparisons, SPIDA with a void at the lower haunch
yielded the reasonable values. The CANDE without a void at the lower haunch showed
very low values at the invert, which is due to the bedding angle of 900. The CANDE with
a void at the lower haunch showed somewhat more realistic shape for the pressure
distribution at the invert even though the pressures were still small. Therefore, he found
that the results from SPIDA showed a better agreement with field tests than CANDE.
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Rajani et al. (1996) presented an analytical analysis of pipe-soil interaction for
jointed water mains which consisted of cast or ductile iron and PVC pipes. They assumed
that the pipes responded elastically to external/internal pressures as well as temperature
changes. Variables affecting water main breaks were temperature, axial pipe-soil reaction
modulus, pipe size, and type. The sensitivity analysis was conducted to identify key
variables that played a major role in the overall behavior of buried water mains. Based on
the results of sensitivity analysis, it was demonstrated that temperature change and axial
pipe-soil reaction modulus had a significant influence on the water main breaks. Also, it
was apparent that the maximum axial stress increased remarkably with a decrease in pipe
size.
Kuraoka et al. (1996) modified the analytical analyses of Rajani et al. (1996) and
compared the results with the field tests of buried PVC pipes. The axial-soil reaction
modulus which was one of the key variables in the previous work was incorporated in the
elastic analysis. The modulus can be determined either from elastic properties, as
suggested by Scott (1981), or empirical relationships for sand and clay. In their study, the
modulus determined from the elastic properties was used. The results of analysis using
the axial pipe-soil reaction modulus showed a better agreement with the field test data
than using the elastic soil modulus.
Later, Zhan and Rajani (1997) carried out finite element analyses to assess the
effect of different trench backfill materials as well as pipe burial depth on the
performance of buried PVC and ductile pipes. The analysis showed that the use of CLSM
(Controlled Low Strength Material) as trench backfill instead of traditional materials such
as sand and clay, results in significantly reduced stress in PVC pipe under traffic loading.
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This is due to the high elastic modulus and strength of CLSM. This finding was in
agreement with the field tests results.
A study on the pipe-soil interaction behavior during construction of flexible and
rigid pipes was conducted by McGrath (1998). Based on the test data, the validation was
made using CANDE. In the analysis, the compaction effect was considered by imposing
horizontal nodal forces directly on the pipe. The compaction methods were also taken
into consideration. He concluded that pipe performance is significantly affected by
installation practice and soil properties.
The lateral displacement behavior of an infinitely long buried rigid pipe was
performed by Popescu et al. (1999). They conducted a full-scale experiment program and
performed numerical and physical modeling of pipe-soil interaction. Two different soils,
i.e., sand and clay, were investigated; and in the analysis the modified cam-clay model
and Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion were adopted to model the nonlinearity of the soil
behavior for the clay and the sand, respectively.
Makar et al. (2001) presented the failure modes and failure mechanisms of gray
cast iron pipes. They investigated the modes and causes of pipe failures for three years.
Generally, the forces applied to water pipes can be categorized in five groups: internal
water pressure, bending forces, crushing forces, soil movement, and temperature change.
However, in the design of gray cast iron pipe, only crushing forces and internal pressures
of pipes were considered. The other three groups were assumed to be due to external
loading such as soil prism load or vehicle loading above the pipe or seasonal temperature
change. The loadings that could produce bending included some forms of soil movement
and temperature change. The failure modes varied with pipe diameter. Smaller diameter
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pipes had lower water pressures and also smaller moment of inertias, which made them
more susceptible to longitudinal bending failures. Larger pipes had higher water
pressures and higher moment of inertias, producing a tendency to crack longitudinally
and to shear off at the bell. They also provided five types of failure modes; namely
circumferential cracking, bell splitting, longitudinal cracking, bell shearing, and spiral
cracking.
In order to predict the performance of prestressed concrete pipe with broken wires
in a pipeline, Zarghamee et al. (2002) conducted nonlinear finite element analyses using
ABAQUS. The concrete model is a continuum plasticity-based, damage model based on
two failure mechanisms of tensile cracking and compressive crushing. The crack patterns,
crack width, pipe deflection, stress change in the wires, and concrete crushing as a
function of presstress loss length were investigated. However, this study focused only on
the performance of the pipe without considering soil-pipe interaction.
The preceding review shows that the finite element method can effectively be
used to analyze the performance of buried pipes. As seen, the number of studies on the
behavior and performance of concrete pipes is quite limited. Krizek and McQuade (1978)
investigated the cracking mechanism of buried concrete pipes for a variety of bedding
and backfill conditions; Selig and Pacard (1986, 1987) analyzed the performance of
buried concrete pipes for a number of trench and embankment installation conditions;
Liedberg (1990) investigated the earth pressure distributions of buried concrete pipes
under various bedding conditions; and Zargharmee (1990) and Zarghamee et al. (2002)
analyzed the performance of buried prestressed concrete pipes analytically and
numerically. While these studies have provided a valuable database concerning buried
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concrete pipe behavior and performance for some field conditions, further study for many
other conditions is needed in order to thoroughly understand the overall behavior and
performance of buried concrete pipes under different field conditions.

Chapter 4
Numerical Modeling and Validation
The state of structural integrity of pipe-soil system will be modeled by using the
technique of numerical analysis taking into consideration pipe-soil interaction.
In many geotechnical problems, such as embankment, tunnel, retaining wall,
culvert, or pipeline the length of the system is very long compared with the width. The
problem can therefore be treated in terms of plane strain in numerical analysis. However,
the buried pipe with a void system cannot adopt plane strain approximation because the
states of stress and deformation of various void sizes are essentially three-dimensional in
the region around the void.

4.1 Numerical Model
A central element needed in numerical modeling of pipe-soil interaction under
loading is the stress-strain behavior of soils. Generally speaking, the loading induced
stress-strain behavior of soils is nonlinear reflecting both elastic and plastic responses.
Examples of nonlinear elastic model are variable moduli, resilient moduli, and
hyperbolic models. These models represent the nonlineality by incrementally updating
the moduli of material. In the variable moduli model, bulk modulus and shear modulus
are updated with loading increment. Meanwhile, elastic modulus is updated in the
resilient moduli model and hyperbolic model. For plastic response, some of common
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yield criteria for geological media include von Mises, Mohr-Coulomb, critical state, cap
model, and Drucker-Prager. In this study, the nonlinear elastic behavior is represented by
a hyperbolic elastic model proposed by Duncan and Chang (1970). Furthermore, the
plastic response is described by Drucker-Prager yield criterion in conjunction with the
plastic flow rule.
Meanwhile, a linearly elastic-plastic response in general is considered to describe
the behavior of reinforced concrete. In order to consider tension stiffening effect, a
damage model is used for the plastic response of reinforced concrete in this study. The
details will be described in section 4.4.
In this dissertation, compressive normal stresses and compressive normal strains
are taken as positive. Meanwhile, the direct notation is used in this chapter, although
indicial notation is also used occasionally. Tensors are designated in bold, while scalars
are in italic. The upper case and lower case letters are fourth and second rank tensors,
respectively. For example, the generalized Hooke’s law of linear elastic behavior using
the direct and indicial notations is shown below

σ = Cε

or

σ ij = C ijkl ε kl

(4.1)

The repeated indices are the summation convention. C or C ijkl denote constitutive
tensor, σ or σ ij is stress tensor, and ε or ε ij denote strain tensor. The relations between
the stress tensor σ and its deviatoric part s as well as the strain tensor ε and its deviatoric
part e are expressed as

1
s = σ − tr (σ )1,
3

1
e = ε − tr (ε )1
3

(4.2)
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where 1 is the second rank unit tensor and tr (

) designates the trace operator

satisfying
tr (σ ) = σ ii

(4.3)

The stress invariants used in this chapter are I 1 for the first invariant of the stress
tensor σ , and J 2 for the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor s ; they are defined
as
I 1 = tr (σ )

J2 =

(4.4)

1
tr (ss )
2

(4.5)

In the linear vector space, Euclidean inner product for the second rank tensor can
be expressed as follows

[

]

s : s = tr s ⋅ s t = sij s ji

where

( )t

(4.6)

denotes the transposed operator. The norm associated with this inner

product is
s = [s : s]

1/ 2

= 2 J 2 (s ) = (sij sij )

1/ 2

(4.7)

4.2 Elasto-Plastic Soil Model
The behavior of an elasto-plastic material prior to the yield point can be described
by the nonlinear elastic model. In order to describe the plastic behavior beyond the yield
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point, it is necessary to define a yield criterion to ascertain the state of stress at which
yielding is considered to start together with a flow rule to explain the post yielding
behavior. The following subsections describe the details of elasto-plastic soil model.

4.2.1 Nonlinear Elastic Response
The hyperbolic stress-strain relation proposed by Duncan and Chang (1970) was
employed to describe the nonlinear elastic behavior of soil. Since the material parameters
change with the state of stress, the incremental approach was used to approximate the
nonlinear behavior as piecewise linear. During the application of each load increment, the
material is considered to be linearly elastic. However, different tangential elastic moduli
are used according to the change of stresses at each incremental load. The tangential
modulus ( Et ) is defined as
⎡ R f (1 − sin φ )(σ 1 − σ 3 ) ⎤
Et = Ei ⎢1 −
⎥
2c cos φ + 2σ 3 sin φ ⎦
⎣

2

where R f = failure ratio, normally equal to 0.7~1.0
⎛σ ⎞
Ei = initial modulus = KPa ⎜⎜ 3 ⎟⎟
⎝ Pa ⎠

n

Pa = atmosphere pressure
K , n = material constants

Thus, once the stresses are obtained at each load increment, the tangential
modulus can be calculated at any stress state.

(4.8)
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4.2.2 Drucker-Prager Yield Criterion
The Drucker-Prager yield criterion is a modification of the von Mises criterion
taking into consideration the hydrostatic stress. Its equation form is as follows
f ( I 1 , J 2 ) = J 2 + αI 1 − k = 0

(4.9)

where α and k are the material constants which can be expressed in terms of
internal friction angle φ and cohesion c of the soil.

For Conventional triaxial compression:

α=

2 sin φ

3 (3 − sin φ )

and

k=

6c cos φ

3 (3 − sin φ )

For Plane strain condition:

α=

tan φ
9 + 12 tan 2 φ

and

k=

3c
9 + 12 tan 2 φ

In order to prevent the computed stresses from lying outside of the yield surface, a
special computation algorithm called return mapping is incorporated in the developed
program. The return mapping algorithm was proposed by Simo and Taylor (1985) to
bring back the computed stresses to the yield surface. The details of this algorithm are
explained in the next section.

4.2.3 Non-associated Flow Rule
When the Drucker-Prager criterion and its associated flow rule for plastic strain
are satisfied, the material will undergo plastic volume expansion. Based on their
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experimental results for frictional materials, Chen and Han (1998) reported that
prediction using the associated flow rule will over-estimate the plastic volume expansion.
In order to overcome the over-estimation of plastic dilation, this study employs the nonassociated flow rule proposed by Simo and Taylor (1985).

4.3 Proposed Model
The Drucker-Prager yield criterion can be expressed in terms of deviatoric stress
and hydrostatic stress as follows:

f (s, p ) = s + 2 (3αp − k ) = 0
where, s = 2J 2 , p =

(4.10)

1
I1
3

A non-associated flow rule is then considered by choosing the plastic potential,
g (σ ) = s

(4.11)

which gives the plastic strain rate in the following form
for loading
otherwise
in which n =

∂g &
= λn
ε& p = λ&
∂σ
ε& p = 0

(4.12)

s
s

The plastic strain rate parameter, λ& , is a positive scalar of proportionality during
plastic deformation, and overdot denotes an increment. From Eq. 4.12, the plastic strain
rate is deviatoric as shown below
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ε& p = e& p = λ&n,

for loading

(4.13)

The general stress-strain relations for this model can be obtained by enforcing the
consistency condition on Eq. 4.10
f& = n : s& + 3 2αp& = 0

(4.14)

Plugging the following elastic constitutive relations, Eqs 4.15 and 4.16, into Eq. 4.14,

(

s& = 2G e& − e& p

)

p& = K [1 : ε& ]

(4.15)

(4.16)

where G and K are the shear modulus and bulk modulus of the material,
respectively. It becomes

2G[n : e& ] + 3 2αK [1 : ε& ] − 2Gλ& = 0

(4.17)

As a result, the plastic strain rate parameter λ& is expressed as

λ& =

2Gn + 3 2αK 1
: ε&
2G

(4.18)

Furthermore, using Eqs 4.17 and 4.18, we can obtain a rate relation between stress
and total strain below

σ& = D ep ε&

(4.19)

where the elasto-plastic tangent modulus D ep can be expressed as
D ep = K 1 ⊗ 1 + 2GI dev − 2Gn ⊗ n − 3 2αKn ⊗ 1

where ⊗ denotes tensor product

(4.20)
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1
I dev = I − 1 ⊗ 1
3
Note that the fourth rank identity tensor I has components

1
(δ ik δ jl + δ il δ jk ) . The
2

continuum tangent tensor in Eq. 4.20 is not symmetric due to the influence of hydrostatic
stress on the yield function (that is, the 3 2αKn ⊗ 1 term in Eq. 4.20). The elasto-plastic
tangent modulus, D ep expressed in Eq. 4.20 is referred to as the continuum version, in
contrast to the discrete tangent stiffness. Since the discrete tangent stiffness is consistent
with numerical integration of rate constitutive equations over the discretization of time,
the consistent tangent stiffness is considered so that quadratic convergence can be
guaranteed. The derivation of the consistent tangent stiffness is presented below.

4.3.1 Algorithm Implementation

The nonlinear problems are often solved using the Newton-Raphson method in
incremental loading. The elastic-plastic constitutive equations are integrated over each
loading increment at each Gauss point of every finite element. At a local point, the
algorithm implemented in this study is fully implicit and hence unconditionally stable
within the time interval. The return mapping algorithm consisting of an elastic predictor
and a plastic corrector for an approximated stress increment is also implemented. The
consistent tangent stiffness is updated at each Gauss point to achieve rapid convergence
of the global Newton-Raphson solution together with the computation of stress and other
internal state variables at the end of each time increment.
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In the present study, the backward Euler integration procedure for elasto-plastic
model was adopted. However, an explicit formulation for the consistent tangent matrix
(no matrix inversion) was derived based on the concepts of the return mapping
algorithms suggested by Simo and Taylor (1985), and the decomposition of stress
increment into hydrostatic and deviatoric components. The elasto-plastic model together
with the modified numerical algorithm was incorporated into ABAQUS via the userdefined material subroutine named UMAT.

4.3.2 Integration Scheme and Return Mapping Algorithm

The constitutive equation of elasto-plastic material is usually expressed in the rate
form. The solution of this equation requires numerical integration of the nonlinear
constitutive equations. Therefore, the numerical integration algorithm plays a crucial role
in the solution of the elasto-plastic model, since the integration of constitutive equations
is the most important part of the analysis.
The integration scheme and the return mapping algorithm are briefly described
below. Given a material state at time, t n , of {ε n , σ n , ε np } which is assumed to be
equilibrated, and a strain increment of ∆ε n +1 over a time interval [t n , t n +1 ] , the material
state at time, t n +1 , of {ε n +1 , σ n +1 , ε np+1 } is updated as
ε n +1 = ε n + ∆ε n +1

(4.21)
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The rest of state variables {σ n +1 , ε np+1 } are obtained from all converged material
state variables at the beginning of the time step as follows:
Assuming that no plastic deformation occurs, the elastic predictor σ pr can be
separated into a hydrostatic component p pr and a deviatoric component s pr , which can be
computed from
p pr = p n + Ktr (∆ε )

(4.22)

s pr = s n + 2G∆e

(4.23)

and

In purely elastic response, ∆e is the deviatoric component of strain increment ∆ε .
Note that Eqs. 4.22 and 4.23 apply only for isotropic materials. The plastic yielding
condition can be evaluated from
f

If f

pr

pr

(

= s pr + 2 3αp pr − k

)

(4.24)

≤ 0 , the elastic predictor is admissible and presents the new solution at t n +1 .

Otherwise, a plastic correction is applied to consider plastic deformation. Using
backward Euler (implicit) integration, the discrete plastic strain at time t n +1 is computed
from
e p = e np + λn

(4.25)

where λ is the discrete version of the plastic multiplier defined as

λ=∫

t n +1

tn

λ&dt

(4.26)
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The discrete plastic multiplier λ is determined by enforcing the yield criterion at
the end of the time interval. In general, the algorithm for implicit integration appears
more complicated and often requires local iterations to solve for the discrete plastic
multiplier λ . However, there is no stability limit. The return mapping algorithm, i.e.
returning the predicted stress to the current yield surface, is carried out by satisfying the
yield criterion at time t n +1 . This leads to the following nonlinear scalar equation

ϕ (λ ) = ψ (λ ) + 2 (3αp − k ) = 0

(4.27)

where ψ (λ ) = s pr − 2Gλ
Thus, return mapping leads to a nonlinear scalar equation for the discrete plastic
multiplier λ . This approach is different from the traditional radial return mapping, where
the direction n is independent of λ . The Newton iteration method is used to solve λ .
After the discrete plastic multiplier, λ , is determined, the stress state at the end of
the increment is updated as follows:

p = p pr = Ktr (ε )

(4.28)

s = s pr − 2Gλn

(4.29)

The details of return mapping algorithm and determination of discrete plastic
multiplier λ are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
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Table 4.1 Return Mapping Algorithm
(1) Given ∆ε , compute the elastic predictors (trial stress)

p npr+1 = p n + Ktr (∆ε)
s npr+1 = s n + 2G∆e
(2) Check if f

pr

> 0;

If NO(i.e. elastic), p n +1 = p npr+1
s n +1 = s npr+1
If YES (i.e. plastic), go to (3) for plastic correction
(3) Determine λ by the Newton’s method (Table 4.2)
(4) Compute the unit normal n , and plastic strain

n=

s npr+1
s npr+1

e p = e np + λ n

(5) Compute hydrostatic stress, deviatoric stress and stress

p n +1 = p npr+1
s n +1 = (k − 3 2αp n +1 ) n

σ n +1 = s n +1 + p n +1 1 = s n +1 + Ktr (∆ε n +1 )1
(6) Compute the consistent tangent modulus
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Table 4.2 Determination of λ
(1) λ j , ( λ0 = 0 can be an initial guess)

( )

(2) ψ λ j = s npr+1 − 2Gλ j

( )

(3) ψ ' λ j = −2G
(4) λ j +1 = λ j −

[ψ (λ ) + 2 (3αp
ψ (λ )
1

j

'

pr
n +1

]

− k)

(5) Check the convergence
If

ψ (λ j ) + 3 2αp npr+1
k

Otherwise, λ = λ j
The tolerance is set at 10 −3

≥ tolerance , then j ← j + 1 and go to (1);
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4.3.3 Consistent Tangent Stiffness
As proposed by Simo and Taylor (1985), the consistent elasto-plastic tangent
modulus, is needed to ensure quadratic convergence for the iterations of the NewtonRaphson method. The consistent tangent modulus is the tangent derivative of discretized
constitutive relations and is expressed as
D ep
disc =

∂∆σ
∂∆ε

(4.30)

The discrete consistency condition is analogous to Eq. 4.14 and is written as
df = n : ds + 3 2αdp = 0

(4.31)

The relation between s and e can be rewritten as

(

)

s = 2G e − e np − 2Gλn

(4.32)

ds = 2Gde − 2Gdλn − 2Gλdn

(4.33)

Its differential is

Noting that n : dn = 0 due to the orthogonality of n and dn , thus we have
n : ds = 2G[n : de] − 2Gdλ

(4.34)

Substituting Eqs 4.34and 4.28 into Eq. 4.30 and solving for dλ , we can obtain
dλ =

2Gn + 3 2αp
: dε
2G

(4.35)

In order to obtain the closed form solution for the consistent tangent modulus, the
derivative unit normal field n =

s
is give by the expression below
s
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∂n 1
= [I − n ⊗ n ]
s
∂s

(4.36)

The proof of the above equation is as follows. From the definition of derivative of tensor
field,

∂n
is a linear transformation such that for an arbitrary tensor h of rank two
∂s
∂n
d
h=
∂s
da

n(s + ah )

(4.37)

a =0

where a is a real number. First, we note that for each h
d
da
=

s + ah
a =0

(s + ah ) :

d
(s + ah )
da
s + ah

(4.38)
a =0

=

s:h
= n:h
s

Using chain rule and Eq. 4.38, it follows as
s + ah
d
d
n(s + ah ) =
da a = 0
da a = 0 s + ah
=

=

s + ah

d
(s + ah ) − (s + ah ) d s + ah
da
da
2
s + ah

s h − [n : h] s
s

2

⎛ I −n ⊗n ⎞
⎟h
=⎜
⎟
⎜
s
⎠
⎝

a =0

(4.39)
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In addition, the following two equations result from a straightforward application
of the chain rule
∂
∂ε n + 1

∂e n + 1

tr (ε n + 1 ) = 1,

∂ε n + 1

1
= I − 1 ⊗ 1 = I dev
3

(4.40)

From step (5) in Table 4.1, the incremental response function σ n +1 has the
following form

(

)

σ n +1 = Ktr (ε n +1 ) + k − 3 2αKtr (ε n +1 ) n

(4.41)

Making use of Eq. 4.36 in conjunction with Eq. 4.40, we can obtain the following
expression for the consistent tangent stiffness, D ep
disc
D ep
disc = K 1 ⊗ 1 + 2Gθ I dev − 2Gθ n ⊗ n - 3 2αKn ⊗ 1

where θ =

(4.42)

2 (k − 3αp)
s

This consistent tangent stiffness equation is also non-symmetric due to the last
term for hydrostatic pressure. As a result, a proper solution for non-symmetric linear
equation is required, and the memory storage space needed is doubled.

4.3.4 User Defined Material Subroutine in ABAQUS
The proposed model in the previous section is implemented through a user
material subroutine (UMAT) in ABAQUS (2004) which is a general-purpose finite
element program. The UMAT subroutine primarily carries out two functions. First, it
updates the stresses and the solution dependent variables such as elastic and plastic
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strains at the end of its increment. Second, it provides the consistent tangent stiffness
matrix D ep
disc =

∂∆σ
to satisfy the ABAQUS requirement for the UMAT. The flow chart
∂∆ε

for UMAT subroutine is depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Given strain increment,
∆ε
Based on the
calculated stresses,
tangential Young’s
modulus will be
updated

Elastic Stiffness
De

Compute predictor stresses

f >0
YES
NO

Proceed plastic process
with non-associative
flow rule

Store
elastic and plastic strains

Return
Figure 4.1 Flow Chart of UMAT

Returning
mapping
algorithm was
employed for the
drift correction
with consistent
tangent stiffness
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4.4 Concrete Model
The buried reinforced concrete pipe material is characterized as a linearly elasticplastic material. A damage model is incorporated in the plastic component in which the
behavior of reinforcement is modeled by considering the tension stiffening effect.
ABAQUS provides plastic-damage model for plastic part of the buried concrete pipe
behavior. The following subsections describe the theoretical background including yield
function and flow rule.

4.4.1 Plastic-Damage Model
The concrete model is a continuum plasticity-based damage model based on two
failure mechanisms i.e., tensile cracking and compressive crushing. The yield model
makes use of the yield function of Lubliner (1989) with modification by Lee and Fenves
(1998) to account for different evolution of strength under tension and compression.

4.4.1.1 Stress-Strain Relations
Damage related failure mechanisms of concrete (cracking and crushing) causes
degradation of elastic stiffness. If scalar damage in stiffness is assumed, the elastic
stiffness can be written as

D e = (1 − d )D e0

(4.43)
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where d is the degradation variable ranging from zero (undamaged) to one (fully
damaged), and D e0 is the initial elastic stiffness
Furthermore, the elastic stress-strain relations for a homogeneous isotropic
material can be expressed as

(

)

(

σ = (1 − d )D 0e : ε − ε p = D e : ε − ε p

)

(4.44)

where ε and ε p are total strain and plastic strain, respectively.

4.4.1.2 Yield Criterion
The yield function of plastic-damage model was proposed by Lubliner et.al
(1989) and modified by Lee and Fenves (1998). This modified plastic-damage yield
function is expressed as

(

f σ, ε

p

) = 1 −1κ (κI

1

( ) σ)

+ 3J 2 + β ε

p

) − c (ε )
p

max

c

(4.45)

)
where κ and β are dimensionless material constants, and σ max and c c denote the
maximum principal stress and compressive cohesion, respectively.
The material constant κ can be determined from the initial uniaxial and biaxial
compressive yield stress, σ c 0 and σ b 0

κ=

σ b0 − σ c0
2σ b 0 − σ c 0

(4.46)
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Since the typical experimental values of the ratio

σ b0
for concrete are in the range
σ c0

from 1.10 to 1.16, the value of κ lies in between 0.08 and 0.12 (Lubliner et al.,1989).
Applying an initial uniaxial tensile yielding stress, σ t 0 , the function β (ε

p

) can be given

as

β (ε

) = σσ ((εε )) (κ − 1) − (κ + 1)
p

p

c0

p

(4.47)

t0

4.4.1.3 Flow Rule
The plastic-damage model also adopts the non-associated flow rule. The nonassociated plastic potential function is assumed to be
g = 2 J 2 − α p I1
= s + α p I1

(4.48)

where s denotes the norm of the deviatoric stresses, α p is chosen to give proper
dilatancy. Therefore, the plastic strain can be written as
⎛ s
⎞
ε& p = λ&⎜⎜ + α p I 1 ⎟⎟
⎝ s
⎠

(4.49)
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4.5 Validation of Developed UMAT
The developed UMAT for soil was validated using two sets of test results—one
from a laboratory model test of a strip footing located above a continuous void, and the
other from a field test of buried concrete pipes. Due to the limited available data for
buried concrete pipes, the model test of a strip footing above a continuous circular void
was chosen for validation, since such a problem possesses some features similar to buried
pipes. Two-dimensional plane-strain and three dimensional analyses were performed to
validate the results of model strip footing test and field test of buried concrete pipe,
respectively. The data of model strip footing test with/without a continuous void were
presented by Baus (1980) and Badie (1983); and the field test data of buried concrete
pipes were obtained by Sargand and Hazen (1988).

4.5.1 Footing with Void System
The material properties used for the analyses of footing-void system are
summarized in Table 4.3; and the conditions analyzed are shown in Table 4.4. The data in
Table 4.3 were obtained by Baus (1980) and Badie (1983). Figure 4.2 shows a schematic
diagram of footing/soil/void system with various symbols used in this study; Figure 4.3
shows a finite element mesh used in the analysis.
Comparisons are made in Figures 4.4 through 4.7, which present footing pressure
vs. displacement relations obtained from the computer analyses and model footing tests.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 present the results for a strip footing without void conditions in kaolin
and silty clay, respectively; and Figures 4.6 and 4.7 for footings with void conditions in
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Table 4.3 Material Properties of Foundation Soils and Concrete Footing

Material
Properties
Ei, psi
(kN/m2)
ν
c, psi
(kN/m2)

φ

(degree)
Rf
γ, pci
(kN/m3)

Kaolin

Silty Clay

Concrete Footing

2,880
(19,843)
0.39
23
(158.5)

677
(4,670)
0.28
9.5
(65.5)

3.3 x 106
(2.27 x 107)
0.2

8

13.5

31

0.77
0.052
(14.1)

0.8
0.0058
(15.7)

NA
0.09
(24.3)

N/A

Ei =initial modulus in compression
ν = poisson’s ratio
φ = internal friction angle
c = cohesion
Rf= failure ratio
γ = dry unit weight

Table 4.4 Conditions used for Validation

Foundation Soil
Kaolin
Silty Sand
B= strip footing width
W= void diameter
D= depth to top of void

Conditions used for validation
No-Void, W/B=2.4 and D/B=2.0
No-Void, W/B=3.0 and D/B=10.5
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Center Line
Footing
Df
B
Model
Test
Tank

D
Void

Foundation Soil

Figure 4.2 Schematic View of Footing-Soil-Void System

Figure 4.3 Finite Element Mesh used in the Analysis

W
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of Footing Pressure vs. Displacement Curves between UMAT
and Model Footing Test for Strip Footing in Kaolin without Void
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of Footing Pressure vs. Displacement Curves between UMAT
and Model Footing Test for Strip Footing in Silty Clay without Void
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of Footing Pressure vs. Displacement Curves between UMAT
and Model Footing Test for W/B=2.42 and D/B=2 under Strip Footing in Kaolin
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of Footing Pressure vs. Displacement Curves between UMAT
and Model Footing Test for W/B=3.0 and D/B=10.5 under Strip Footing in Silty Clay
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kaolin and silty clay, respectively. Each figure contains two sets of data; they are the data
obtained from the plane strain analysis by implementing the developed UMAT into the
commercial finite element program, ABAQUS, and the results of model footing test for a
2-in. wide strip footing. As shown, except near the end of the curve in Figures 4.4 and 4.5,
the two sets of data agree each other fairly well, indicating that the developed UMAT
subroutine is able to model the footing behavior successfully. The slight difference
between the analyzed data and test results could possibly be attributed to the soil property
input which did not accurately represent the soil property in the model test tank.

4.5.1 Field Test Data of Buried Concrete Pipe
Sargand and Hazen (1998) conducted a field test for buried concrete pipes with
different installation types. Of four different installation types in SIDD, Type 1 was
chosen for validation of the developed UMAT. The dimensions and properties of
concrete pipe and soils used in the test and analysis are presented in Tables 4.5 and 4.6,
respectively. The load was applied to the ground surface until the crown pressure reached
395.2 kPa. Figure 4.8 illustrates a comparison of contact pressures around the buried pipe
between the results of finite element analysis and field test data. As shown in Figure 4.8,
the results of computer analysis at three critical locations including pipe crown, invert
and springline compare favorably with the field data. However, the agreement between
the results of analysis and field data is not as good as that for the laboratory model test
data shown in Figures 4.4 through 4.7. This is as would be expected because it is more
difficult to control material uniformity throughout the entire field test. Furthermore, the
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soil pressures measured from pressure cell are not direct contact pressures, while the soil
pressures obtained from the numerical analysis are contact pressures between pipe and
surrounding soil. As a result, the measured soil pressure shows a slightly smaller than that
of computer analysis.
Based on the results of validation, it appears that the developed UMAT is working
properly and is able to provide fairly accurate prediction of the behavior of buried
concrete pipes. With this developed UMAT subroutine, ABAQUS is used to analyze the
behavior of reinforced concrete pipes under different loading, soil, and environmental
conditions.
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Table 4.5 Dimensions and Properties of Concrete Pipe (Sargand and Hazen (1988))

Internal
Diameter
(in.)
24

Wall
Thickness
(in.)
3

Young’s
Modulus
(psi)
5.2x106

Poisson’s
Ratio

f’c
(psi)

0.2

6400

Table 4.6 Soil Properties ( Selig (1990) and McGrath (1998))

Soil Type
Native

Sand
Gravelly
Backfill
Sand

E
γ
ν
(MPa) (kN/m3)
28
16.3
0.3
7

18.7

0.3

K

n

Rf

-

-

-

950

0.6

0.7

E = Young’s Modulus
ν = Poisson’s ratio
γ = dry unit weight
K = initial tangent modulus factor of soil
n = initial tangent modulus exponent factor of soil
Rf= failure ratio of soil
c = cohesion of soil
φ = internal friction angle of soil
∆φ = dilation angle

φ
∆φ
c
(kPa) (deg) (deg)
44
0

48

8
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Crown (Sargand & Hazen,1998)
Invert (Sargand & Hazen,1998)
Springline (Sargand & Hazen,1998)
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of Contact Pressures between Field Test and UMAT in Type I
installation

Chapter 5
Finite Element Analysis
As stated earlier, the commercial finite element program, ABAQUS, will be used
to analyze the performance of buried concrete pipes. The pipe has a diameter of 24 in., a
wall thickness of 3 in., and a compressive strength of 4000 psi, which is the strength of
Class II reinforced concrete pipe specified in ASTM C76. Various soil support conditions
together with embedment depth of 8 ft will be analyzed.

5.1 Parametric Study
A parametric study was conducted to investigate the effect of various influence
factors on the performance of buried concrete pipes. The performance parameters
analyzed were soil pressure distributions along pipe periphery, hoop stress, thrust,
moment, and cracking cross pipe wall thickness.

5.1.1 Soil Support Conditions and Material Properties
The soil support conditions analyzed are uniform and nonuniform support
conditions. The nonuniform soil support condition considers a void located either at
invert or at haunch. The void dimensions, width (W) and length (L) are expressed in
terms of inside pipe diameter (Di). The analyzed void dimensions are W/ Di=0.2 and L/
Di=1.5. Both uniform and non-uniform soil support conditions are analyzed for without
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and with ground water table at the ground surface. The burial depth, backfill materials,
and native soil types analyzed are tabulated in Table 5.1
Table 5.1 Conditions Analyzed for a Void at Invert
Burial Depth
H/Di= 4

Backfill Material
Gravelly Sand
Silty Sand
Silty Clay

Native Soil
Clay and Sand
Clay and Sand
Clay and Sand

H = height from the top of pipe to the ground surface
Di = internal diameter of pipe
The material properties of soil and concrete pipe used in the analyses are obtained
from the published literature, e.g. Selig (1990), McGrath (1998), Zarghamee (2002), and
ASTM C 76. They are summarized in Tables 5.2 for soil properties and Table 5.3 for
pipe properties.
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Table 5.2 Material Properties (Selig (1990) and McGrath (1998))

Backfill Soil

Bedding

Central
Bedding

Gravelly
Silty
Silty
Sand
Sand
Clay
(SW95) (ML95) (CL95)

SW100

SW80

Native Soil
Material
Properties

Clay

Sand

146189 584780
E, psf
(7)
(28)
(MPa)
0.28
0.3
ν
89
105
γ, pcf
(14)
(16.5)
(kN/m3)
K
n
Rf
626.56
c, psf
0
(30)
(kN/m2)
φ , deg
18
44
0.9
1
void ratio
Permeability
6x10-7 6x10-5
(ft/min)

-

-

-

-

-

0.32
131
(20.5)
950
0.6
0.7

0.29
98
(15.4)
120
0.45
0.86
1002.5
(48)
15
0.5

0.35
137
(21.5)
1300
0.9
0.65

0.3
110
(17.3)
320
0.35
0.83

0

0

48
0.45

0.3
113
(17.7)
440
0.4
0.95
584.79
(28)
34
0.4

54
0.45

36
0.8

6x10-3

6x10-5

10-7

10-4

10-5

0

E = Young’s Modulus
ν = Poisson’s ratio
γ = dry unit weight
K = initial tangent modulus factor of soil
n = initial tangent modulus exponent factor of soil
Rf= failure ratio of soil
c = cohesion of soil
φ = internal friction angle of soil
SW80,95,100=well graded sand respectively with 80 %, 95%, and 100 % of ASSHTO T99 maximum dry density
ML95=low plasticity silty with 95 % of ASSHTO T-99 maximum dry density
CL95=low to medium plasticity silty clay with 95 % of ASSHTO T-99 maximum dry
density
Note : ASSHTO T-99 test is commonly referred to as the standard Proctor test
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Table 5.3 Dimensions and Properties of Concrete Pipe Analyzed (ASTM C76 and
Zarghamee (2002))

Internal
Diameter
(in.)
24

Wall
Thickness
(in.)
3

E
(psi)

ν

f’c
(psi)

f’t
(psi)

3.6x106

0.2

4000

442.72

f’c = specified compressive strength of concrete
f’t = tensile strength of concrete

5.1.2 Finite Element Model
The schematic view of soil-pipe-void system with various symbols used in this
study is shown in Figure 5.1. Based on the schematic diagram, the soils with/without
groundwater table were discretized using eight-node trilinear displacement and pore
water pressure with reduced integration continuum element (C3D8RP) and linear with
reduced integration continuum element (C3D8R), respectively. Meanwhile, the concrete
pipe was modeled using a 4-node, quadrilateral, and stress/displacement shell element
with reduced integration (S4R). In particular, the pipe wall is modeled with composite
shell elements to obtain accurate non-linear bending, stress and strains at each integration
points. The shell contains 50 integration points across its thickness to obtain the crack
propagation through the pipe wall.
The properties of concrete pipe used for shell elements include compressive
crushing, tensile softening, and cracking as input data. The stress-strain relationship of
concrete used in the analysis is shown in Figure 5.2. The curve in compression is from
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Bd
Ground Surface
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Trench Wall
Pipe
Di
W

Void
(a)

Trench Bottom

Ground Surface

H

Pipe
Di
L
Void
(b)

Figure 5.1 Schematic View of Pipe-Soil-Void System (a) Front View (b) Side View
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Figure 5.2 Stress-Strain Relationship of Concrete in Compression and in Tension
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Todeshini et.al (1964) and in tension is from Zarghamee and Fok (1990). As seen, the
stress-strain relationship in tension has a linear part for strains up to 0.000123 and a
tensile softening part where the stress in concrete reduces at a slope of 1/10 of Young’s
modulus of concrete until a fully cracked section strain is reached. Beyond this strain, the
concrete is assumed to retain either no or only a small stress level.
Examples of soil and concrete pipe meshes used in the three dimensional analyses
are shown in Figure 5.3 for the full domain and Figure 5.4 for trench with voids and pipe.
It was emphasized by Potts and Zdravkovic (1999) that boundaries of finite element mesh
should be chosen carefully such that the displacement on the wall boundaries would not
affect the results. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the finite element mesh extends to a depth
of seven times pipe diameter below the invert and laterally to ten times diameter away
from the springline. This boundary has been shown to be large enough to eliminate the
boundary effect. Therefore, changes of stress and displacement on the wall boundaries
are negligible.
The analyses contain three steps. They are initial stress condition, geostatic state,
and loading step. Each step consists of a number of increments and in each increment,
there are iterations using the Newton-Raphson method to obtain accurate solutions for
nonlinear problems. All size increment and number of iterations are calculated by
ABAQUS automatically. Since the behavior of soil depends on the current stress and
strain fields, the initial condition is the first step which defines the initial stress of soil.
The initial vertical stress is assumed to vary linearly with depth and initial horizontal
stress is determined by multiplying the initial vertical stress by the coefficient of earth
pressure at rest. The geostatic step verifies whether that the initial geostatic stress field
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Figure 5.3 Finite Element Mesh in Three Dimensional View
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Figure 5.4: Finite Element Mesh for Trench with Voids and Pipe
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defined in the first step is in equilibrium with applied loads and boundary conditions.
Note that the analysis cannot commence if the equilibrium is not achieved, it may require
iterations to ensure that equilibrium is achieved. A gravity load of 9.8 m/s2 is applied to
both soil and pipe. After establishing initial stress with appropriate boundary condition,
the loading step then proceeds.

Chapter 6
Soil Pressure Distributions
The presence of buried pipes inevitably will alter the state of geostatic stress in
the ground. The degree of alteration varies with numerous factors, such as the shape, size,
and stiffness of pipe, burial depth, and stiffness of surrounding soil, among others. Under
soil pressure, pipes may deform. Depending on the relative stiffness between pipe and
surrounding soil, soil arching effect may take place. The pipe can benefit from the soil
arching effect to some extent, because the overburden and surcharge pressures at the
crown can be carried partly by the adjacent soil through the soil arching mechanism.
Therefore, the entire overburden pressure plus surcharge loading, if any, will not impose
on the buried pipe. As a result, the buried pipe needs to support only a portion of the load
that is not transferred to the adjacent soil.
The patterns of soil pressure distribution around the buried concrete pipe are
analyzed to provide information on how the pressures are redistributed, and how the
buried concrete pipe behaves when the pipe is subjected to surface loading. In this
chapter, soil pressure distributions around pipe under various loading and soil support
conditions are discussed below.
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6.1 Surface Loading Effect
The normal soil pressure distribution around a buried concrete perimeter was
analyzed for longitudinal, transverse, and uniform loading conditions. For the
longitudinal loading condition, the surface loading covered only the entire trench width in
the longitudinal direction. For the transverse loading condition, the surface loading
covered one third of the entire model surface in the transverse direction, and the uniform
loading covered the entire model surface. The analyzed normal soil pressures are plotted
along the central angle measured clockwise from the crown of the buried concrete pipe.
As before, the surface loading was kept constant at 10,000 psf for all conditions to allow
a direct comparison among the results of different conditions analyzed.
The normal soil pressure distributions under different loading conditions together
with gravelly sand, silty sand and silty clay backfills, all in a clay native soil, are
presented in Figures 6.1 through 6.3, respectively. Note that the cross section view for
transverse loading condition is made at the central axis of the transverse loading. For all
conditions, a distinct feature of the distribution is that the pressure decreases from the
crown to the springline and then increases from the springline to the lower haunch
followed by a decrease to the invert. It should be noted that the soil pressure distribution
for the uniform surface loading condition should be the same as that for the no-surface
loading condition, i.e., the geostatic condition, except that the magnitude for geostatic
condition is smaller.
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the average normal soil pressures are strongly
influenced by loading type; the smallest and largest average normal soil pressures occur
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0o (crown)
H/D=4 in Clay Native
Backfilled with Gravelly Sand (SW 95)
Longitudinal Loading
Transverse Loading
Uniform Loading
12000 psf
8000 psf
0 psf

4000 psf

90o (springline)
Normal Soil Pressure (psf)

180o (invert)

Figure 6.1 Variation of normal soil pressure distribution of longitudinal,
transverse, and uniform loading (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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0o (crown)
H/D=4 in Clay Native
Backfilled with Silty Sand (ML 95)
Longitudinal Loading
Transverse Loading
Uniform Loading
12000 psf
8000 psf
0 psf

4000 psf

90o (springline)
Normal Soil Pressure (psf)

180o (invert)

Figure 6.2 Variation of normal soil pressure distribution of longitudinal,
transverse, and uniform loading (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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0 psf
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90o (springline)
Normal Soil Pressure (psf)

180o (invert)

Figure 6.3 Variation of normal soil pressure distribution of longitudinal,
transverse, and uniform loading (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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for transverse and the uniform loadings, respectively. A possible explanation is that the
larger normal soil pressures were induced by the larger confining pressures under
uniform loading. It is also seen that the normal pressure for the transverse loading at the
springline is greater than that of longitudinal loading. It can be attributed to the fact that
the confining pressure under the central axis of the transverse loading is higher than that
under longitudinal loading. Furthermore, unlike the uniform and transverse loadings, the
normal pressures for the longitudinal loading at the springline are nearly zero. The very
small normal pressure at the springline could be caused, at least partly, by the shear
resistance mobilized along the vertical interface between the trench wall and the native
clay soil. The shear resistance reduces the surface loading effect on the normal soil
pressure.
As illustrated in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, the patterns of the normal soil pressure
distributions for silty sand and silt clay are similar to that of gravelly sand. The induced
soil pressures under both longitudinal and transverse loadings for gravelly sand are
almost equal at the invert. However, the induced soil pressures under transverse loading
for silty sand and silty clay are greater than that under longitudinal loading at the invert.
Figure 6.4 presents the normal soil pressure distributions under different loading
conditions together with gravelly sand backfill material in sand native soil. As seen, the
trends of normal soil pressure distributions are similar to the condition of clay native soil
shown in Figure 6.1. The normal soil pressure at springline under longitudinal loading is
greater than that in clay native. This could be possibly explained that the lager confining
pressure for the condition of sand native causes a greater normal soil pressure at
springline.
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0o (crown)
H/D=4 in Sand Native
Backfilled with Gravelly Sand (SW 95)
Longitudinal Loading
Transverse Loading
Uniform Loading
12000 psf
8000 psf
0 psf

4000 psf

90o (springline)
Normal Soil Pressure (psf)

180o (invert)

Figure 6.4 Variation of normal soil pressure distribution of longitudinal,
transverse, and uniform loading (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=sand)
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6.2 Groundwater Effect
Under most conditions, pipes are buried above ground water table. However, the
groundwater table may rise above the pipe due to severe rainstorm or other unexpected
conditions. In order to investigate ground water effect, analysis was made for moist,
saturated, and submerged conditions.
For submerged condition, the ground water table is assumed to be located at the
ground surface. The stress-pore pressure coupled modeling technique was adopted to
investigate the stress-pore water coupled effect on the performance of buried concrete
pipes. In the fully coupled modeling, both hydraulic boundary condition and mechanical
boundary condition must be defined. With regard to hydraulic boundary condition, a noflow boundary was assigned at each of four vertical boundaries of the modeled buried
concrete pipe. In order to prevent water from flowing into the buried pipe, the
permeability of buried pipe was set to be zero. The pore-water pressures on both right and
left vertical boundaries were assumed to be constant throughout the analysis.
To simulate the rapid drawdown condition, the analysis was made for fully
saturated soils without groundwater table. The saturated unit weight of the soil was then
used instead of the dry unit weight of soil. Meanwhile, since the computed soil pressures
are in terms of total stress, the pore-water pressure was subtracted from the computed soil
pressures to obtain the effective stresses.
The normal soil pressure distributions for moist, saturated and submerged
conditions under the longitudinal loading condition are illustrated in Figures 6.5 through

6.7 for different backfill materials. The backfill materials are gravelly sand, silty sand and
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o
0 (crown)
H/D=4 in Clay Native
Longitudinal Loading on Gravelly Sand (SW 95)
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Submerged (effective)
Submerged (total)
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8000 psf
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o
180 (invert)

Figure 6.5 Variation of normal soil pressure distribution for moist, saturated, and
submerged conditions (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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Figure 6.6 Variation of normal soil pressure distribution for moist, saturated, and
submerged conditions (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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Figure 6.7 Variation of normal soil pressure distribution for moist, saturated, and
submerged conditions (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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silty clay for Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7, respectively. All three backfill materials are
installed in a native clay soil. Note that each figure contains four curves for three
conditions, since there are two curves for submerged condition—one for effective stress
and the other for total stress.
As illustrated in Figure 6.5, the average normal soil pressures are affected by the
presence of groundwater table. The effective soil pressure for submerged condition, in
terms of effective stress is smallest among all three conditions. However, below the lower
haunch the soil pressure in terms of total stress gradually surpasses other three values
because pore water pressure increases with depth.
The normal soil pressure distributions in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show similar trends
to that of Figure 6.5 irrespective of the backfill materials. However, contrary to the other
backfill materials, the silty clay backfill material in Figure 6.7 shows a slightly smaller
value of total soil pressure around haunch for submerged condition than the values for
moist condition. The exact cause for such difference is not yet known.
A comparison of normal soil pressure for moist, saturated, submerged (effective
and total) conditions, at crown, springline, and invert under longitudinal loading, is
summarized in Figure 6.8. Note that the trench is filled with silty clay. As shown in
Figure 6.8, the total normal pressure under submerged condition is slightly smaller than
the saturated condition at crown, but is larger at both springline and invert. Thus, the
presence of groundwater table increases the normal soil pressures at both springline and
invert.
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Figure 6.8 Normal soil pressures at crown, springline, and invert for moist,
saturated, and submerged conditions (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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For the same silty clay trench material and clay native soil but under different
loading conditions, comparisons of soil pressure among moist, saturated, and submerged
conditions are presented in Figure 6.9 for transverse loading and Figure 6.10 for uniform
loading.
From Figure 6.9, it appears that under transverse loading the soil pressures in
terms of effective stress are smallest for the submerged condition at all three locations
analyzed. At springline and invert, the soil pressures in terms of total stress are greatest
for the submerged condition.
For uniform loading condition, Figure 6.10 shows the similar trend, though the
magnitude varies with the loading conditions. Among the three loading conditions
presented in Figures 6.8 through 6.10, the normal soil pressures are greatest for uniform
loading at all locations, regardless of the presence of groundwater table. The normal soil
pressures of longitudinal loading are greater both at crown and invert than those of
transverse loading. However, the normal soil pressure of longitudinal loading is the
smallest among the three loading conditions, primarily because the loading induced
lateral confining pressure to the pipe is smallest under the longitudinal surface loading.
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Figure 6.9 Normal soil pressures at crown, springline, and invert for moist,
saturated, and submerged conditions (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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Figure 6.10 Normal soil pressures at crown, springline, and invert for moist,
saturated, and submerged conditions (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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6.3 Void Effect
Voids are more easily formed at the lower haunch area because of the difficulty in
compaction during pipe installation. Voids may also form at other locations due to either
exfilteration (leaking) or infilteration of water into the pipe causing soil erosion.
Regardless of the causes of void formation, the effect of void on the behavior of the
buried concrete pipe needs to be understood in order to assess the structural stability of
pipe-soil systems.
In order to consider the effect of void size and location on the pipe behavior, three
dimensional analyses are required, since plane strain analysis is valid only when voids are
continuous throughout the entire buried concrete pipe. In this study, analyses were made
for a void at two different locations separately—one at invert and the other at haunch.
Note that separately, there is one void at invert, and one void on each side of haunch. One
void at haunch is located at 130 to 150 degrees measured from the crown clockwise and
the other counterclockwise. The void has a width of 0.4 ft and a length of 3 ft in the
longitudinal direction of pipe. These void dimensions were selected arbitrarily.
For longitudinal loading condition, the effect of a void at invert on the normal soil
pressure distributions is shown in Figure 6.11 for gravelly sand backfill, Figure 6.12 for
silty sand backfill, and Figure 6.13 for silty clay backfill. As illustrated in all of these
three figures, the presence of a void at invert reduces the normal pressures at invert as
would be expected. There is no apparent influence on the soil pressures at both crown and
springline. Because of the void, there is no soil pressure immediately below the invert. It
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appears that the reduced soil pressure around the invert area transfers to the haunch area
resulting in the greater soil pressure around haunch area as illustrated in the figures.
Although Figures 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13 show similar patterns of normal soil
pressure distributions for all three different trench materials, there is a significant
difference in pressure distribution at haunch between silty clay trench material and the
other two materials.. It could possibly be due to relatively higher compressibility of silty
clay than silty sand and gravelly sand. The higher compressibility causes greater
compression of the soil around the invert. As a result, the soil pressure at haunch is
substantially greater in silty clay than in both gravelly sand and silty sand.
For longitudinal loading condition, the effect of a void at haunch on the normal
soil pressure distributions is shown in Figure 6.14 for gravelly sand backfill, Figure 6.15
for silty sand backfill, and Figure 6.16 for silty clay backfill. As expected, all three
figures show that the reduced soil pressure at void transfers to the adjacent soil at both
sides of the void resulting in the greater soil pressure around the haunch area. There is
little influence on the soil pressures both at crown and springline. However, the soil
pressure at invert increases slightly due to the presence of a void at haunch. The relative
amount of pressure increase among the three different trench materials appears to be
greatest for silty sand and smallest for silty clay. The increased soil pressure at invert
could possibly be attributable to the increased compression of the soil at invert due to the
loss of soil support at haunch.
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Figure 6.11 Comparison of normal soil pressure distribution between no-void and
with a void at invert (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay; backfill= SW95)
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H/D=4 in Clay Native
Longitudinal Loading on Silty Sand (ML 95)
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Figure 6.12 Comparison of normal soil pressure distribution between no-void and
with a void at invert (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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Figure 6.13 Comparison of normal soil pressure distribution between no-void and
with a void at invert (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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Figure 6.14 Comparison of normal soil pressure distribution between no-void and
with voids at haunch (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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Figure 6.15 Comparison of normal soil pressure distribution between no-void and
with voids at haunch (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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Figure 6.16 Comparison of normal soil pressure distribution between no-void and
with voids at haunch (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay)
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The effect of a void, separately, at invert and at haunch on the normal soil
pressure distributions for uniform and transverse loadings with gravelly sand trench
material is presented, respectively, in Figures 6.17 and 6.18. As seen, the trend of normal
soil pressure distributions is similar to that for the longitudinal loading. However, Figure

6.17 show that the magnitude of normal soil pressures around the buried concrete pipe
under uniform loading is greater than that under the longitudinal loading. Meanwhile, the
soil pressure increase at invert due to the void at haunch is much greater than that for
longitudinal loading. The soil pressure distributions presented in Figure 6.18 for
transverse loading shows that the degree of void effect on soil pressure distribution is less
than that of uniform loading. Also, as would be expected, the magnitude of soil pressure
under transverse loading is much smaller than that under uniform loading and
longitudinal loading presented in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.17 Comparison of normal soil pressure distribution between no void and
with voids separately at invert and at haunch (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native
soil=clay)
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Figure 6.18 Comparison of normal soil pressure distribution between no-void and
with voids separately at invert and at haunch (parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native
soil=clay)

Chapter 7
Stress Distributions in Pipe
The behavior of buried pipes was analyzed in terms of hoop stress which is also
known as circumferential or ring stress, circumferential thrust, and internal moment in the
pipe wall for a surface loading up to 10,000 psf. Based on the results of preliminary
analysis, the hoop stress reaches maximum tensile strength under a surface loading of
6000 psf for most conditions. Therefore, the results presented in this chapter are for a
surface loading of 6000 psf. Furthermore, the same surface loading of 6000 psf is used
throughout to allow a direct comparison among all different conditions analyzed. At a
pipe cross section, the hoop stress is the normal stress in the circumferential direction
across the pipe wall. The thrust is the resultant of hoop stress across the wall thickness at
the cross section, and the internal moment computed from the thrust acts on the section
across the wall thickness. As before, the analysis was made for three different conditions
of longitudinal, transverse, and uniform loadings. The sign convention adopted is positive
in compression for normal stress, normal strain, and circumferential trust. For internal
moment, decreasing radius of curvature is taken as positive. Results of the analysis are
discussed in details below.
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7.1 Surface Loading Effect
The internal and external hoop stress distributions along the pipe circumference
under different loading conditions with gravelly sand, silty sand, and silty clay backfill all
in a clay native soil are presented in Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 , respectively. Each figure
includes three sets of curves for three different loading conditions of longitudinal,
transverse and uniform loading. For each loading condition, there are two curves, one for
intrados and the other for extrados. Also included in the figures is a dot-dashed horizontal
line showing the maximum tensile stress of the concrete pipe. As shown, the distribution
is somewhat symmetric about the springline with the magnitude at the crown a little
higher than that at the invert. The general trend shows maximum stresses at springline
and minimum stresses at shoulder and haunch areas. In terms of absolute value, the hoop
stresses at shoulder and haunch are equal on intrados and extrados. The stresses at crown
are significantly larger than that at invert when the trench is filled with gravelly sand and
silty sand. However, such a stress difference between crown and invert is not as obvious
for silty clay trench material.
As would be expected, tensile hoop stress occurs on extrados at springline and on
intrados at crown and invert. As seen, the magnitude of hoop stress is largest under
uniform loading followed by longitudinal then transverse loading. It is noted that the
compressive hoop stress of uniform loading condition is larger than the other two loading
conditions; however, the tensile hoop stress of uniform loading at crown and springline is
less than longitudinal loading. This is because under uniform surface loading of 6000 psf
the hoop stress exceeds maximum tensile strength and undergoes tensile stiffening
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Figure 7.1 Variation of hoop stress along pipe circumference under longitudinal,
transverse, and uniform loading (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.2 Variation of hoop stress along pipe circumference under longitudinal,
transverse, and uniform loading (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.3 Variation of hoop stress along pipe circumference under longitudinal,
transverse, and uniform loading (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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resulting in the decease of hoop stress. The details of tensile stiffening and cracking
behavior will be discussed in Chapter 8.
The circumferential thrust distributions in the pipe under different loading
conditions are presented in Figure 7.4 for gravelly sand backfill, Figure 7.5 for silty sand
backfill, and Figure 7.6 for silty clay backfill. As would be expected, the maximum
circumferential thrust occurs at the springline for all conditions, irrespective of types of
loading and backfill materials.
As shown in Figure 7.4, the maximum circumferential thrust among three
different loading conditions occurs when the pipe is subjected to the uniform loading. It
is noticed that under transverse loading the circumferential thrust between crown and
shoulder is higher than that of longitudinal loading. Around the springline, the
longitudinal loading induces considerably greater hoop stress than the transverse loading.
Below the lower haunch, the hoop stresses induced by the two loadings are very close to
each other.
For silty sand presented in Figure 7.5, and silty clay in Figure 7.6, the pattern of
circumferential thrust distribution resembles that of gravelly sand. However, the figures
reveal that the intensity of thrust is considerably smaller under transverse loading than the
other two loading conditions.
The internal moment distribution along pipe perimeter is presented in Figure 7.7
for gravelly sand, Figure 7.8 for silty sand and Figure 7.9 for silty clay trench materials.
As seen, the maximum internal moment occurs at springline, regardless of different
loading conditions and backfill materials. The internal moment at crown is larger than
that at invert. The difference is less obvious in silty clay trench material than the other.
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Figure 7.4 Variation of circumferential thrust under longitudinal, transverse, and uniform
loading (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.5 Variation of circumferential thrust under longitudinal, transverse, and uniform
loading (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.6 Variation of circumferential thrust under longitudinal, transverse, and uniform
loading (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.7 Variation of internal moment under longitudinal, transverse, and uniform
loading (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.8 Variation of internal moment under longitudinal, transverse, and uniform
loading (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.9 Variation of internal moment under longitudinal, transverse, and uniform
loading (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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two trench materials. Figure 7.9 also shows that the overall intensity of internal moment
is considerably smaller for pipes in silty clay than the other two trench materials.
Both Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show that for gravelly sand and silty sand the maximum
internal moment is the greatest for uniform surface loading followed by longitudinal
loading then transverse loading. It is noted that the internal moment is near zero at both
shoulder and haunch where the hoop stress is equal to zero, as discussed earlier.
For silty clay illustrated in Figure 7.9, the difference in relative magnitude of
maximum internal moment among three loading conditions is not as well defined as the
other two materials especially within the area between shoulder and springline. Within
this area, there seems to be only slight difference in internal moment between uniform
and longitudinal loadings. However, there is considerably difference in internal moment
among three other different loading conditions.

7.2 Groundwater Effect
The hoop stress distributions for moist, saturated and submerged conditions under
the longitudinal loading condition are presented in Figure 7.10 for gravelly sand, Figure

7.11 for silty sand, and Figure 7.12 for silty clay backfill material. All three backfill
materials are placed in a native clay soil. Each figure contains six curves for three
conditions, since there are two curves for each condition—one for hoop stress on intrados
and the other on extrados. Also included in the figures is a dot-dashed horizontal line
representing the maximum tensile stress of the concrete pipe.
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As shown in Figure 7.10, the hoop stress along the pipe circumference is
significantly affected by the presence of groundwater table. Of the three conditions, the
submerged condition results in the greatest compressive hoop stress followed by
saturated then moist conditions. However, the tensile hoop stress at crown, springline,
and invert for submerged condition is slightly smaller than that for saturated condition.
This is due to the fact that the tensile hoop stress decreases beyond the maximum tensile
strength of pipe based on the stress-strain relations in tension. Meanwhile, the induced
hoop stress of the saturated condition is slightly higher than that for the moist condition,
primarily due to the greater saturated unit weight than the moist unit weight of soil. The
greater soil unit weight induces higher load on the pipe.
The hoop stress distributions in Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show similar trends to that of
Figure 7.10. The maximum compressive hoop stress occurs at springline on intrados and
maximum tensile hoop stress occurs at springline on extrados. It is interesting to note that
the locations of equal hoop stress at intrados and extrados occur at almost the same
locations at 50 degrees and 120 degrees from the crown irrespective of backfill materials
types and presence of groundwater table.
The circumferential thrust distributions in pipe wall for moist, saturated, and
submerged conditions under the longitudinal loading condition are presented in Figure

7.13 for gravelly sand backfill, Figure 7.14 for silty sand backfill, and Figure 7.15 for
silty clay backfill. For all conditions, the maximum circumferential thrust in the pipe
occurs at the springline, as would be expected, irrespective of the type of backfill
materials and presence of groundwater table.
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Figure 7.10 Variation of hoop stress along pipe circumference under moist, saturated, and
submerged conditions (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.11 Variation of hoop stress along pipe circumference under moist, saturated, and
submerged conditions (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.12 Variation of hoop stress along pipe circumference under moist, saturated, and
submerged conditions (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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As illustrated in Figure 7.13, the presence of groundwater significantly influences
the circumferential thrust in pipe. The effect appears to be greater near the crown and
below the springline areas. The circumferential thrust of submerged condition is
considerably higher than that for both moist and saturated conditions at both crown and
invert. Also, the circumferential thrust for both moist and saturated conditions is almost
equal at all locations along the pipe cross section.
For silty sand and silty clay shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.15, the pattern of the
circumferential thrust distributions is similar to each other. The circumferential thrust for
submerged condition is considerably greater than the other two conditions at all locations.
The difference in circumferential thrust between saturated and moist condition is quite
small. However, at crown and invert, the circumferential thrust for most conditions is
slightly greater than that for saturated condition. Of the three different trench materials,
the effect of submergence on circumferential thrust is greatest for silty sand.
The internal moment distributions for moist, saturated, and submerged conditions are
presented in Figure 7.16 for gravelly sand, Figure 7.17 for silty sand, and Figure 7.18 for
silty clay. As seen, submergence considerably increases the internal moment at all
locations for gravelly sand and silty clay. For silty sand, the effect of submergence on
internal moment between crown and shoulder area is not as obvious.
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Figure 7.13 Variation of circumferential thrust under moist, saturated, and submerged
conditions (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.14 Variation of circumferential thrust under moist, saturated, and submerged
conditions (parameters: backfill height= 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.15 Variation of circumferential thrust under moist, saturated, and submerged
conditions (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.16 Variation of internal moment under moist, saturated, and submerged
conditions (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.17 Variation of internal moment under moist, saturated, and submerged
conditions (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.18 Variation of internal moment under moist, saturated, and submerged
conditions (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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7.3 Void Effect
The effect of a void at invert on hoop stress distributions in pipe wall under
longitudinal loading is shown in Figure 7.19 for gravelly sand backfill, Figure 7.20 for
silty sand backfill, and Figure 7.21 for silty clay backfill. Each figure contains two sets of
curves; one set for no-void and the other set for a void at invert. Also, there are two
curves for each set – one curve for hoop stress on intrados and the other for extrados. Plus
included in the figures is a dot-dashed horizontal line representing the maximum tensile
stress of the concrete pipe. As illustrated in all of these three figures, the presence of a
void at invert reduces the hoop stress in the pipe at invert as would be expected.
Furthermore, there is no apparent influence on the hoop stress at both crown and
springline. Because of the void at invert, the reduced hoop stress at invert transfers to the
haunch area resulting in the larger hoop stress around haunch as illustrated in these
figures. The degree of influence of a void at invert depends on the backfill materials.
Among three different backfill materials, the reduction of hoop stress at invert is the
largest with gravelly sand backfill material, followed by silty sand and then silty clay. It
can be explained that the relative stiffness between backfill material and void results in a
larger reduction of hoop stress at invert.
As illustrated in Figure 7.19 for gravelly sand backfill material, the hoop stresses
from crown to springline essentially are not affected by a void at invert. However, with a
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Figure 7.19 Comparison of hoop stress between no-void and with a void at invert
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.20 Comparison of hoop stress between no-void and with a void at invert
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.21 Comparison of hoop stress between no-void and with a void at invert
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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void at invert the hoop stresses at invert are smaller than those for no-void conditions.
The void at invert also results in a decrease in hoop stress from springline to haunch and
an increase in hoop stress in the lower haunch area. For silty sand and silty clay shown in
Figures 7.20 and 7.21, the pattern of hoop stress distribution is similar to that for gravelly
sand. However, the hoop stress at invert is greatly smaller than that for gravelly sand.
A comparison of circumferential thrust in the pipe wall between with and without
a void at invert under the longitudinal loading is presented in Figure 7.22 for gravelly
sand, Figure 7.23 for silty sand, and Figure 7.24 for silty clay. It is seen that the presence
of void causes an increase in circumferential thrust from crown to springline, and that the
circumferential thrust between springline and invert decreases due to the existence of
void. However, the degree of influence of the void at invert varies with the type of
backfill materials. The gravelly sand backfill material is affected most, followed by silty
sand then silty clay.
The internal moment distribution in the pipe wall between with and without a
void at invert under the longitudinal loading is compared in Figure 7.25 for gravelly sand,
Figure 7.26 for silty sand, and Figure 7.27 for silty clay. For gravelly sand shown in
Figure 7.25, the void at invert causes a slight decrease in the maximum internal moment
at springline. At invert, the reduced internal moment due to void is considerably greater
than that at springline. Within the lower haunch area, however, the internal moment
increases due to the presence of void at invert. For silty sand and silty clay shown in
Figures 7.26 and 7.27, respectively, the pattern of the internal moment distributions
between with and without a void at invert is similar to that of gravelly sand. However, the
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Figure 7.22 Comparison of circumferential thrust between no-void and with a void at
invert (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.23 Comparison of circumferential thrust between no-void and with a void at
invert (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.24 Comparison of circumferential thrust between no-void and with a void at
invert (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.25 Comparison of internal moment between no-void and with a void at invert
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.26 Comparison of internal moment between no-void and with a void at invert
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.27 Comparison of internal moment between no-void and with a void at invert
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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degree of void effect is considerably greater for gravelly sand backfill material than silty
sand and silty clay.
For longitudinal loading condition, the effect of voids at haunch on hoop stress in
pipe wall is shown in Figure 7.28 for gravelly sand, Figure 7.29 for silty sand, and Figure

7.30 for silty clay. Each figure contains a comparison of hoop stress at intrados and
extrados between with and without a void at each side of haunch. As seen in Figure 7.28,
with voids at haunch the hoop stress is smaller around the void than that of no-void
condition, but is greater at invert in both compression and tension. It is noted that the
voids at haunch results in an increase in hoop stress at both upper haunch and invert. Also
noted is that the void at haunch causes an increase in hoop stress from springline to invert
except within a small area near the lower haunch where the hoop stress is smaller than
no-void condition. In addition, the voids at haunch cause a shifting of the zero hoop stress
point toward the invert. For silty sand and silty clay shown in Figures 7.29 and 7.30,
respectively, the magnitude of the induced hoop stress is different, but the pattern of the
effect of voids at haunch on hoop stress is similar to that of gravelly sand.
A comparison of circumferential thrust between no-void and with voids at haunch
under longitudinal loading is presented in Figure 7.31 for gravelly sand, Figure 7.32 for
silty sand, and Figure 7.33 for silty clay. As shown, the circumferential thrust is affected
by the presence of voids at haunch considerably for gravelly sand and silty sand,
negligibly small for silty clay.
Figure 7.31 shows that the voids at haunch cause a decrease in maximum
circumferential thrust at springline. Meanwhile, the circumferential thrust around haunch
area increases abruptly. It can be explained that the loss of haunch support due to the
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Figure 7.28 Comparison of hoop stress between no-void and with voids at haunch
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil=clay)
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Figure 7.29 Comparison of hoop stress between no-void and with voids at haunch
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil=clay)
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Figure 7.30 Comparison of hoop stress between no-void and with voids at haunch
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil=clay)
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voids at haunch causes an increase in the circumferential thrust around the haunch area.
The increased circumferential thrust around haunch area results in a decrease in the
maximum circumferential thrust at springline.
The circumferential thrust distribution for silty sand in Figure 7.32 shows a
similar pattern to gravelly sand presented in Figure 7.31. However, the degree of
influence of the presence of voids at haunch is different. That is, the abrupt increase of
circumferential thrust around the haunch area due to the voids is smaller than that for
gravelly sand. Furthermore, the reduction of circumferential thrust at invert is greater
than that for gravelly sand. For silty clay shown in Figure 7.33, the maximum
circumferential thrust at springline is much less affected by the presence of voids at
haunch than for the other two backfill materials, because the voids at haunch cause a
slight increase in circumferential thrust around haunch area
A comparison of internal moment in the pipe under longitudinal loading is made
between no-void and with a void at each side of haunch in Figure 7.34 for gravelly sand,
Figure 7.35 for silty sand and Figure 7.36 for silty clay. As seen, the voids at haunch
results in a smaller moment from crown to the voids area at haunch. Beyond this area, the
internal moment increases to invert. The internal moments around void area of both novoid and with voids at haunch conditions are almost equal. The degree of void effect
appears to vary with backfill materials, being greatest for gravelly sand followed by silty
sand, and then silty clay.
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Figure 7.31 Comparison of circumferential thrust between no-void and with voids at
haunch (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.32 Comparison of circumferential thrust between no-void and with voids at
haunch (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.33 Comparison of circumferential thrust between no-void and with voids at
haunch (parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.34 Comparison of internal moment between no-void and with voids at haunch
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.35 Comparison of internal moment between no-void and with voids at haunch
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 7.36 Comparison of internal moment between no-void and with voids at haunch
(parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)

Chapter 8
Pipe Cracking Behavior
Cracking behavior is a dominant factor that controls the structural integrity of
buried pipes. Based on the stress-strain relationship of reinforced concrete, the behavior
of cracking due to tension and crushing due to compression are analyzed. In the analysis
the tension cracking criterion of Zarghamee and Fok (1990) and compression crushing
criterion of Todeshini et.al (1964) are adopted. These criteria have been described earlier
in Chapter 5.
The results presented below are cracking/crushing stress from hoop stress and
crack depth analyzed for a surface loading of 10,000 psf. Influence factors considered are
loading types, groundwater table, and voids. The analysis was made for three different
backfill materials -- gravelly sand, silty sand, and silty clay; however, only the results of
gravelly sand are presented and discussed below. Other data are included in Appendix A.

8.1 Surface Loading Effect
The hoop stresses along the pipe circumference for three different loading
conditions, i.e., longitudinal, uniform, and transverse loading under four levels of surface
loading (2500, 4000, 6000, and 10,1000 psf) are presented in Figures 8.1 through 8.4,
respectively.
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Figure 8.1 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of
longitudinal loading ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 8.2 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of
longitudinal loading at crown, springline and invert ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft;
native soil = clay)
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Figure 8.3 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under five intensities of
transverse loading ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 8.4 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of uniform
loading ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Each figure contains eight curves, in which there are four sets for four levels of
surface loading with two curves in each set. Of these two curves, one is for intrados and
the other for extrados. The solid and dashed horizontal lines in the figures represent
cracking and crushing stresses, respectively. These two horizontal lines are also shown in
all other figures presented in this chapter.
As would be expected, tensile hoop stress occurs on intrados at crown and invert,
and on extrados at springline; whereas compressive hoop stress takes place on extrados at
crown and invert, and on intrados at springline. As seen, all figures show that the hoop
stress does not reach the crushing stress in compression. Therefore, no pipe crushing will
take place under 10,000 psf surface loading. The hoop stress, however, reaches the
cracking stress under some level of surface loading at different locations depending on
the loading types. Thus, tension cracks in the pipe will develop at places where the
cracking stress is reached.
For longitudinal loading, Figure 8.1 shows hoop stress distributions in one-half of
the pipe cross section from crown to invert under four levels of loading intensity. For
ease in comparison, the hoop stresses at three critical locations, i.e., crown, springline and
invert, are summarized and presented in the form of histogram in Figure 8.2. Also
included in the figure are a solid and a dot-dashed horizontal lines representing cracking
and maximum tensile stresses, respectively. As seen, the hoop stress reaches the cracking
stress around 4000 psf surface loading at crown, around 6000 psf surface loading at
springline and slightly above 6000 psf surface loading at invert. Based on these data, it
can be expected that under 10,000 psf longitudinal loading, cracks will first appear at
crown followed by springline then invert. It is also seen in Figure 8.2 that the hoop stress
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decreases after it reaches the maximum tensile stress because the concrete pipe undergoes
tensile stiffening resulting in a reduction in hoop stress beyond the maximum tensile
stress, as discussed in Chapter 5. The sequence of crack development under transverse
and uniform loading conditions is same as that under longitudinal surface loading as
demonstrated in Figures 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. However, the levels of surface loading
intensity at crack initiation differ. For transverse loading, Figure 8.3 contains hoop stress
distribution forfive levels of loading intensity (2500, 4000, 6000, 8500, and 10,000 psf).
With five levels of loading intensity in this figure, it is easer to find hoop stress which
reaches the cracking stress first. According to Figure 8.3, the hoop stress reaches the
cracking stress around 8500 psf surface loading at crown, around10,000 psf at springline
and invert. Meanwhile, for uniform loading shown in Figure 8.4, the cracking stress is
reached under 4000 psf and 6000 psf surface loading at crown and springline,
respectively. At invert, the hoop stress reaches the cracking stress under a slightly larger
surface loading than 6000 psf.
The crack depth in the pipe wall is plotted against the applied pressure under three
different loading conditions in Figure 8.5, in which the y-axis depicts the wall thickness
which is 3 inches. The intrados and extrados of pipe wall are denoted as zero and 3 in. on
the y-axis, respectively. The crack depth was obtained from the results of the strain
distributions across the pipe wall. Note that in the analysis, the 3 in. thick pipe wall was
divided into ten layers with five integration points in each layer. The five integration
points are equally spaced across the thickness of each layer. Therefore, there are 50
integration points across the pipe wall thickness.
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Figure 8.5 Crack depth through pipe wall under longitudinal, transverse, and
uniform loading ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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According to the data shown in Figure 8.5, for longitudinal loading, the crack
which initiates on intrados at crown propagates outward to about 0.15 in. under 4000 psf
surface loading and to about 0.75 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading. At springline,
cracks initiate on extrados and reach a depth of about 0.3 in. under 6000 psf surface
loading. Then, the crack depth grows to about 0.525 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading.
At invert, cracks initiate on intrados under 6000 psf surface loading and propagate
outward to a depth of about 0.3 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading.
For transverse loading, cracks at crown initiates on intrados under 8500 psf
surface loading and propagate outward to about 0.3 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading.
At springline, cracks which initiate on extrados propagate inward to about 0.075 in. under
10,000 psf surface loading. At invert, cracks just initiate on intrados under 10,000 psf
surface loading.
For uniform loading, the crack which initiates on intrados at crown propagates
outward to about 0.225 in. under 4000 psf surface and to about 1.275 in. under 10,000 psf
surface loading. At springline, cracks initiate on extrados under the same surface loading
of 6000 psf, but propagate outward faster to about 0.825 in. under 10,000 psf uniform
loading, when compared with longitudinal loading condition. At invert, cracks initiate on
intrados and reach a depth of about 0.15 in. under 6000 psf uniform surface loading. Then,
the crack depth grows to about 0.675 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading.
The rate of crack propagation can be estimated from the slope of the curves in
Figure 8.5. It appears that cracks propagate faster under uniform loading than
longitudinal loading. For transverse loading, the amount of data is insufficient to evaluate
its rate of propagation for comparison.
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8.2 Groundwater Effect
Note that the hoop stress data presented in Figure 8.1 are for moist soil condition
under longitudinal loading. For saturated and submerged conditions under longitudinal
loading, the hoop stress distributions under different surface loading intensities are
presented in Figures 8.6 and 8.7, respectively. As seen, all figures show that the hoop
stress does not reach the crushing stress in compression. Therefore, the hoop stress in
compression continues to increase with the applied surface loading. On the other hand,
the hoop stress in tension reaches the cracking stress at certain levels of surface loading.
According to the stress-strain relationship of concrete pipe in tension, the concrete pipe
undergoes tension stiffening beyond maximum tensile stress resulting in the decrease of
hoop stress as mentioned before. When the cracking stress is reached, tension cracks will
develop.
For saturated condition under longitudinal loading, Figure 8.6 shows hoop stress
distributions in one-half of the pipe cross section from crown to invert under four levels
of loading intensity. For ease in comparison, the hoop stresses at three critical locations,
i.e., crown, springline, and invert, are summarized and presented in the form of histogram
in Figure 8.8. Also included in the figure are a solid and a dot-dashed horizontal lines
representing cracking and maximum tensile stresses, respectively. As seen, under
longitudinal loading, the hoop stress reaches the cracking stress around 4000 psf surface
loading at crown, around 6000 psf surface loading at springline and above 6000 psf
surface loading at invert. Based on the data, it can be expected that cracks will first
appear at crown followed by springline then invert.
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Figure 8.6 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of
longitudinal loading for saturated condition ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native
soil = clay)
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Figure 8.7 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of
longitudinal loading for submerged condition ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native
soil = clay)
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Figure 8.8 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of
longitudinal loading at crown, springline and invert for saturated condition ( parameters:
backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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For submerged condition, Figure 8.9 shows a histogram of hoop stresses at crown,
springline, and invert. As seen, under longitudinal loading, the cracking stress is reached
at 4000 psf surface loading at both crown and springline, and at 6000 psf surface loading
at invert. It is noted that when the pipe is submerged, tension cracks at springline initiate
earlier than when the surrounding soil is moist and saturated. According to the data, when
the pipe is submerged, cracks will appear almost at the same time at crown and at
springline, followed by invert. Therefore, the pipe surrounded by the submerged soil
condition is significantly more critical, compared with moist and saturated conditions.
Under longitudinal surface loading, the crack depth in the pipe wall is plotted
against the applied pressure for moist, saturated, and submerged conditions in Figure 8.10.
Note that the crack depth for moist condition has been presented in Figure 8.5. It is seen
that for saturated condition, the crack which initiates on intrados at crown propagates
outward to about 0.225 in. under 4000 psf surface loading and to about 1.125 in. under
10,000 psf surface loading. At springline, the crack which initiates on extrados under
6000 psf surface loading propagates inward to about 2.1in. under 10,000 pf surface
loading. The crack which initiates on intrados at invert propagates outward to about 0.075
in under 6000 psf surface loading and to about 0.525 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading.
For submerged condition, the crack which initiates at crown propagates to the same
amount of depth through the pipe wall as for saturated condition up to the surface loading
of 8500 psf.
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Figure 8.9 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of
longitudinal loading at crown, springline and invert for submerged condition
( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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However, the crack propagates a little further to 1.2 in under 10,000 surface loading. The
crack which initiates on extrados at springline under 4000 psf surface loading propagates
inward to 2.025 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading. Meanwhile, the crack which
initiates on intrados at invert propagates outward to about 0.075 in. under 6000 psf
surface loading and to about 0.675 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading. Overall, the rate
of crack depth growth is greatest for submerged condition followed by saturated then
moist conditions.
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Figure 8.10 Crack depth through pipe wall under moist, saturated, and submerged
conditions ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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8.3 Void Effect
The hoop stress distributions with a void at invert and at each side of haunch
under different intensities of longitudinal surface loading are presented in Figures 8.11
and 8.12, respectively. As seen, all figures show that no hoop stress reaches the crushing
stress in compression. However, the cracking stress is reached at some places at certain
levels of surface loading. For ease in comparison, the hoop stresses at crown, springline,
and invert with a void at invert and at each side of haunch in tension are presented in the
form of histogram in Figures 8.13 and 8.14, respectively.
Under longitudinal surface loading, with a void at invert shown in Figures 8.11
and 8.13, the hoop stress reaches the cracking stress around 4000 psf surface loading at
crown and around 6000 psf surface loading at springline. At invert, the hoop stress does
not reach the cracking stress even under 10,000 psf surface loading. However, Figure

8.11 reveals that at lower haunch cracks just initiate under 10,000 psf surface loading. It
can be explained that because of the void, the reduced hoop stress at invert transfers to
the haunch area resulting in a larger hoop stress. Meanwhile, with a void at each side of
haunch shown in Figures 8.12 and 8.14, the hoop stress reaches the cracking stress under
4000 psf and 6000 psf surface loading at crown and springline, respectively. Moreover,
the hoop stress reaches the cracking stress under surface loading of 6000 psf at invert.
A comparison of crack depth in the pipe wall between no-void and a void at invert
is made under different longitudinal surface loading intensities in Figure 8.15. As seen, at
both crown and springline, the presence of void at invert has very little effect on the crack
propagation through the wall. For both with and without a void at invert, the crack which
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Figure 8.11 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of
longitudinal loading with a void at invert ( parameters: backfill height= 8 ft; native soil =
clay)
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Figure 8.13 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of
longitudinal loading at crown, springline and invert with a void at invert ( parameters:
backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure 8.14 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of
longitudinal loading at crown, springline and invert with voids at haunch ( parameters:
backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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initiates on intrados of crown propagates outward to about 0.15 in. under 4000 psf
surface loading and to about 0.75 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading. At springline, the
crack which initiates on extrados reaches a depth of about 0.3 in. under 6000 psf surface
loading and propagates inward to about 0.6 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading. Without
a void, cracks develop on intrados at invert under 6000 psf surface loading and propagate
outward to a depth of about 0.3 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading. However, with a
void at invert, no cracks develop even under 10,000 psf surface loading.
A comparison of crack depth between with and without a void at each side of
haunch is made under different loading intensities in Figure 8.16. As shown, the voids at
haunch significantly influence the crack propagation through the wall thickness. For both
with and without voids at haunch, cracks at crown propagate to about 0.15 in. under 4000
psf surface loading and to about 0.75 in. under 10,000 surface loading. With voids at
haunch, the crack which initiates on extrados at springline propagates inward to about 0.3
in. under 6000 psf surface loading and to about 0.6 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading.
Without voids, cracks at springline also propagate to about 0.3 in. under 4000 psf surface
loading, but reach only 0.525 in. under 10,000 psf surface loading. Moreover, without
voids, cracks at invert initiate under 6000 psf surface loading and propagate to about 0.3
in. under 10,000 psf surface loading whereas cracks with voids at haunch propagates to
about 0.525 in. under 6000 psf surface loading and to about 0.825 in. under 10,000
surface loading. It is interesting to note that with voids at haunch, the crack at invert
grows faster and deeper than that at crown.
In summary, the cracking behavior of a pipe with a void at invert is essentially the
same as that with no-void condition. In other word, a void at invert practically has little
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effect on pipe cracking. However, a void at each side of haunch reduces the haunch
support resulting in larger stress in the pipe at invert, and therefore considerably affects
cracking behavior which in turn adversely affects the performance of buried concrete
pipes. These results of analysis clearly indicate the importance of proper compaction at
the lower haunch area during pipe installation.

Chapter 9
Summary and Conclusions

9.1 Summary
The performance of buried concrete pipes under different environmental
conditions was investigated. In the study, a user subroutine named UMAT was
developed; the developed subroutine was then incorporated into the commercial finite
element program, ABAQUS to perform numerical analysis of pipe-soil interaction. In the
numerical analysis, the buried reinforced concrete pipe was characterized as a linear
elasto-plastic material. The plastic-damage model provided by ABAQUS for plastic part
of the buried concrete pipe behavior was adopted. Inside the damage model, the behavior
of reinforcement took into consideration the tension stiffening effect. The surrounding
soil was characterized as a non-linear elasto-plastic material. The hyperbolic stress-strain
relation of Duncan and Chang (1970) was adopted to take into consideration nonlinear
elastic soil behavior. Meanwhile, Drucker-Prager yield criterion with non-associated flow
rule was adopted for plastic behavior of soil. The developed UMAT was validated against
the model footing tests data of (Baus (1980) and Badie (1983)) as well as the field test
data of (Sargand and Hazen (1998)).
The numerical analysis was conducted for various environmental conditions
including different backfill materials and native soils, groundwater table, loading types,
and nonuniform support caused by presence of voids. Specifically, the conditions
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analyzed were three backfill materials (gravelly sand, silty sand and silty clay), two
native soils (clay and sand), three loading types (longitudinal, transverse, and uniform
loading), three moisture conditions (moist, saturated, and submerged), and two void
conditions (a void at invert and a void at each side of haunch). The performance
parameters analyzed were soil pressure distribution along pipe periphery, hoop stress,
thrust, moment distribution, and cracking across pipe wall thickness. Among more
notable results of analysis are summarized below.
1.

Loading effect - the largest normal soil pressure was induced under the
uniform loading and the smallest under the transverse loading. Under
longitudinal loading the normal soil pressure at springline was nearly
zero irrespective of backfill materials.

2.

Groundwater effect - the effective soil pressure for submerged condition
is smaller than that for moist condition. However, below the lower
haunch the soil pressure in terms of total stress gradually surpasses the
value for moist condition because pore water pressure increases with
depth.

3.

Void effect - a void at invert causes an increase in the normal soil
pressure at haunch, primarily because the reduced normal soil pressure
at invert due to the void transferred to the haunch. When a void exists at
each side of haunch, the normal soil pressures at both lower haunch and
invert increase significantly.

4.

The maximum compressive stress in the pipe wall occurs on extrados at
crown and invert, and on intrados at springline. Meanwhile, the
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maximum tensile stress occurs on intrados at crown and invert, and on
extrados at springline. Both maximum circumferential thrust and
internal moment occur at springline.
5.

For all conditions analyzed, the first crack initiation took place at crown,
followed by springline, and then invert. The cracking behavior with a
void at invert is essentially the same as that with no-void condition. In
other word, a void at invert has little effect on pipe cracking behavior.
However, a void at each side of haunch reduces the haunch support. As
a result, the increased pipe stress at invert adversely affects pipe
performance.

6.

Cracks which initiated at both crown and springline propagated the
deepest into the pipe wall for submerged condition. Meanwhile, cracks
which initiated at invert propagated the deepest for voids at haunch
condition.

9.2 Conclusions
Based on the results of analysis, the following conclusions in terms of service life
of the buried concrete pipes can be drawn:
1.

Within the range of conditions investigated, pipes embedded in silty
clay trench material surrounded by a native sandy soil will last longer
than pipes in other materials, while other influence factors being
constant.
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2.

Pipes under uniform surface loading will have shorter service life than
under longitudinal and transverse loading of the same intensity.

3.

Pipes submerged in groundwater will have shorter service life than
pipes surrounded by moist and saturated soils.

4.

Presence of voids in close contact with pipes will reduce service life of
pipes.

5.

Voids at lower haunch area have greater effect on pipe service life than
voids at invert. This finding emphasizes the importance of compaction,
because voids at lower haunch are often caused by improper
compaction of trench material during pipe installation.

Chapter 10
Recommendations for Future Study
This study has provided considerable insight into the performance of buried
concrete pipe under a range of environmental conditions. However, a more thorough
understanding of pipe behavior and a broader database on pipe performance is needed
before a generally acceptable prediction model for structural integrity of pipe-soil system
can be developed. With this consideration in mind, the following recommendations for
future study are made.
Further investigation is needed for a broader range of soil conditions including
anisotropic and non-homogeneous soils together with various loading conditions such as
eccentric, lateral and dynamic loading. Also needed are different pipe types, pipe sizes,
and burial depths. Furthermore, the effect of time-dependent soil behavior such as creep
and consolidation as well as deterioration of pipe material with time need be investigated.
More importantly, the developed prediction model as well as the analyzed pipe
performance data needs to be validated through field testing.
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Figure J.1 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of longitudinal
loading ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.2 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under five intensities of longitudinal
loading ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.3 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of longitudinal
loading ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.4 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under three intensities of longitudinal
loading ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.5 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of longitudinal
loading ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.6 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of longitudinal
loading ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.7 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of longitudinal
loading for saturated condition ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.8 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of longitudinal
loading for submerged condition ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.9 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under three intensities of longitudinal
loading for saturated condition ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.10 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under three intensities of longitudinal
loading for submerged condition ( parameters: backfill height = 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.11 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under three intensities of longitudinal
loading with a void at invert ( parameters: backfill height= 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.12 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under four intensities of longitudinal
loading with voids at haunch ( parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay
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Figure J.13 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under three intensities of longitudinal
loading with a void at invert ( parameters: backfill height= 8 ft; native soil = clay)
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Figure J.14 Hoop stress along pipe circumference under three intensities of longitudinal
loading with voids at haunch ( parameters: backfill height=8 ft; native soil=clay
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